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1 Executive Summary  

The Office of the Cardiff Capital Region (CCR) City Deal commissioned Cenex to write a 

strategy for ultra-low emission vehicle (ULEV) taxis, covering ten local authorities in South East 

Wales. The taxi strategy includes recommendations for changes to vehicle age and emissions 

licensing policy and a package of supporting measures and incentives to stimulate the uptake 

of ULEV taxis. The strategy applies to both hackney carriage and private hire vehicles and 

assumes that conditions of licensing are standardised across the ten local authorities.  

The contents of this report are considered in the wider context as shown below.  

• The Welsh Government’s ambition is to reach ‘net zero’ greenhouse gas emissions by 

2050. It aims to reduce the carbon footprint of taxis to zero by 2028 and has proposals 

for establishing national minimum emissions standards for taxis.  

• Cardiff Council has published its Clean Air Feasibility Study for achieving legal limits for 

NO2 in the shortest possible time and Newport has published its Sustainable Travel 

Strategy to tackle pollution from road transport.  

This report and its recommendations have been prepared in conjunction with the Cenex Low 

Emission Vehicle Strategy for the CCR, which will be available in the fourth quarter of 2019.  

1.1 Methodology  

Cenex developed this strategy through a combination of input from licensing officers in each 

local authority, engagement with the taxi trade via online surveys and spreadsheet modelling 

and analysis. The outputs from this work are as follows:  

• Emissions model, using publicly available emissions factors, to assess the relative 

contribution of each local authority/vehicle segment to the overall fleet emissions.  

• Review of ULEV technologies and model availability in each vehicle segment.  

• Total cost of ownership model, based on independent cost and vehicle test data, to 

demonstrate economic suitability of ULEVs in each relevant vehicle segment and to 

quantify the required level of financial incentives to encourage the uptake of ULEVs.  

• Research into alternatives to buying outright and vehicle ownership.  

• Online trade survey to understand operating patterns, views on ULEVs, perceived 

barriers to adoption and potential effectiveness of non-financial incentives.  

• Scenarios for revised licensing policy across the region based on research into best 

practice from other local authorities.  

• Licensing model to quantify the impact of revised vehicle age and emissions policies 

on the required number of replacement vehicles, uptake of plug-in vehicles and fleet 

emissions.  

1.2 Conclusions  

• CCR could become an exemplar region for reducing taxi emissions across multiple 

local authorities covering mixed urban and rural environments. This can be achieved by 

adopting an aspirational strategy under which:  

o All newly licensed vehicles must be ultra low emission vehicles (ULEVs) from  

2022 (subject to the availability of an adequate number of suitable ULEVs), and; 

o All licensed vehicles must be ULEV by 2028 with the rate of vehicle replacement 

determined by an enforced maximum age limit of ten years for non-ULEVs.  
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• Adopting the recommended aspirational strategy would require approximately 2,500 

vehicles to be replaced by ULEVs in 2022, followed by 270 to 570 every year until 

2028.  

• The current fleet of 5,680 vehicles has an average age of just under seven years, 

meaning most vehicles meet the Euro 5 emissions standard and have an average 

intrinsic fuel consumption of 42 mpg. The fleet produces an estimated 138,600 kg of 

NOx, 1,750 kg of PM and 51,300 tonnes of well to wheel (WTW) CO2 each year.  

• Introducing the recommended strategy could reduce total WTW CO2 emissions 

between now and 2030 by 38%, from 546,000 tonnes to 339,000 tonnes. This can only 

be delivered through the wide scale adoption of battery electric vehicles (BEVs) such 

that they ultimately make up 90% of the fleet. In 2022 this policy would provide the 

lowest air quality pollutant emissions of the options modelled, with at least a 93% and 

70% reduction in NOx and PM respectively.  

• The recommended aspirational scenario is the only approach that actively supports the 

Welsh Government aim to reduce taxi carbon emissions to zero by 2028 and would be 

a significant step towards achieving net zero carbon emissions form road transport by 

2050. It also provides the greatest certainty to the trade that their replacement vehicle 

will have a guaranteed and appropriate lifecycle.  

Although ambitious, Cenex believe this to be achievable through collaboration between local 

authorities and standardisation of licensing conditions. Cenex believes these targets can be 

achieved for the following reasons:  

• Vehicle age and emissions licensing policy is reasonably well aligned across each local 

authority, which means implementing region-wide changes will be relatively 

straightforward, compared to regions with significant variation.  

• Over 60% of the vehicles analysed are from segments that we expect will have a wide 

range of suitable ULEVs available by 2022. There is also an increasing number of taxi 

operators successfully deploying ULEV fleets.  

• Under the average ownership conditions (24,700 miles per year over seven years) 

there is already a strong business case for the adoption of BEVs in nearly all segments, 

with total cost of ownership savings of between £3,000 and £14,000.  

• 71% of trade survey respondents have plans to change to a hybrid, plug-in hybrid or 

BEV. Most respondents believe the taxi trade can transition to ULEV by 2025 (2027 at 

the latest).  

Several key risks and challenges have been identified:  

• Initial purchase cost is by far the greatest concern of the trade with 53% of respondents 

listing this as the largest barrier to adoption and 70% of respondents including financial 

incentives in their top two preferred incentives. On average ULEVs currently cost 

£7,000 to £11,000 more to purchase new than a diesel equivalent.  

• Access to charging infrastructure, both domestic and public, is the next largest concern. 

65% of respondents reported having no access to off-street parking compared to only 

40% in urban areas from the 2016 National Travel Survey.  

• There are currently only two ULEV wheelchair accessible vehicles available (LEVC TX 

and Dynamo Nissan e-NV200) both of which meet national hackney carriage 

specifications. Despite there being numerous battery electric small vans on the market 

there are currently no examples of ULEV rear access wheelchair accessible vehicles.  
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1.3 Recommendations  

Cenex proposes the following key recommendations to implement the aspirational strategy 

and overcome the challenges discussed above.   

Summary of Recommendations – ‘Quick Wins’  

1. CCR City Deal Office should establish a regional ULEV taxi steering group made up of 

licensing officers from each local authority, procurement officials and representatives of 

other key stakeholders such as the Welsh Government.  

2. Local authorities or a combined transport authority should review and revise conditions 

of licensing to ensure they maximise ULEV availability in all vehicle segments and 

approve new ULEV models for licensing upon release.  

3. CCR City Deal Office should work with local authority licensing officers or a combined 

transport authority to introduce interim measures to incentivise ULEVs such as 

subsidised vehicle licence fees for early adopters and opportunities for short term ‘try 

before you buy’ schemes.   

4. CCR City Deal Office should establish an initial programme of regional ULEV taxi 

events aimed at local trade representatives initially focusing on a high-level introduction 

to the topic of ULEV taxis, rather than specific licensing proposals.   

5. CCR City Deal Office should develop a simple online ULEV taxi and private hire 

assessment tool to be used by the trade in the vehicle licence application process  

Summary of Recommendations – ‘Large Projects’  

6. The CCR local authorities or a combined transport authority should adopt the principles of 
the aspirational scenario, preferably through a formal agreement.   

It should develop a detailed shared delivery plan for the phased introduction of 
ULEVs that is conditional on the availability and supply of an adequate number of 

suitable ULEVs.   

It is suggested that this could commence with newly licensed vehicles from 2022 and 

result in all licensed vehicles being ULEV before 2028 in line with the target set by the 

Welsh Government.  

7. Cenex and CCR City Deal Office should undertake an infrastructure requirement review to 

develop a proposed chargepoint network for CCR, supporting the predicted uptake of 

plug-in vehicles resulting from the revised licensing policy proposal as detailed in 

recommendation 6.  

8. CCR City Deal Office should work with local authority licensing officers or a combined 

transport authority to develop a detailed regional package of supporting measures to 

be introduced alongside the revised licensing policy proposed in recommendation 6. 

Examples could include:  

• Financial incentives, costing up to around £10.5m, to support the uptake of 3,500 

ULEVs between 2022 and 2024  

• Supporting the growth of the used car market for ULEVs by contacting fleets/leasing 

companies operating ULEVs and creating mechanisms to retain ULEVs on the fleet  
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• Undertaking market research into ULEV wheelchair accessible vehicles and 

investigating whether to establish alternative local authority managed business 

models, such as leasing, for purpose-built hackney carriages and other WAVs   

    

Next Steps  

This is a strategy document and so does not include a detailed business case or delivery plan. 

Therefore, Cenex suggests that the first priority should be the establishment of the 

regional ULEV taxi steering group with three immediate aims:  

1. Gain political buy in and backing from the Welsh Government to implement the 

recommended taxi strategy.  

a. Results of this study should be presented to the Welsh Government in support of 

proposals from ‘Improving public transport white paper’ and public consultation  

b. The steering group should continue to lobby for national minimum standards, 

particularly relating to vehicle emissions standards and any related conditions of 

licensing (the steering group should be directly involved in defining these 

standards)  

2. Develop a detailed plan for the delivery and ongoing management of the 

recommended taxi strategy including interim measures to stimulate an initial uptake 

of ULEVs prior to the introduction of revised vehicle licensing policy and supporting 

measures for wide scale adoption.  

3. Develop a detailed business case and apply for joint funding through the Cardiff 

Capital Region City Deal investment fund (indicative value for infrastructure only of 

between £5m and £10m, additional match funding may also be required).  

To support the initial implementation of this strategy Cardiff Capital Region should consider 

commissioning the following additional activities:  

• Establishment and chairing of the regional ULEV taxi steering group  

• A programme of regional ULEV taxi events for trade representatives to act as an 

introduction to the topic of ULEV taxis with opportunities for drivers and operators to 

talk to vehicle manufacturers, chargepoint providers, taxi fleets using ULEVs and 

local authorities  

• Business case development (on behalf of the ULEV taxi steering group) in support 

of a funding application for interim measures to incentivise the uptake of ULEVs. 

This is expected to include an assessment of measures such as:  

o Subsidised vehicle licence fees for a limited number of early adopters 

o Opportunities for short term test drive and ‘try before you buy’ schemes 

including procurement of a small demonstration fleet of ULEVs  

o Charging infrastructure required to support early adopters o Online 

ULEV taxi assessment tool and information hub for taxi drivers and 

operators including, as a minimum: licensed vehicle availability, total cost of 

ownership analysis and daily charging requirements o Measures to improve 

ULEV wheelchair accessible vehicle availability  
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2 Introduction  

 Key Findings  

•  This report details a high-level taxi strategy for South East Wales including changes to 

taxi licensing policy, supporting measures and a package of incentives to stimulate the 

uptake of ultra-low emission vehicles across the region.  

•  The strategy has been developed through research into best practice, discussion with 

local licensing officers, cost and emissions modelling and engagement with the taxi 

trade via online surveys.  

•  The Welsh Government has stated its ambition to ‘reduce the carbon footprint of taxis 

and private hire vehicles to zero by 2028’ and to exceed the Committee on Climate  

Change’s target and reach ‘net zero’ greenhouse gas emissions by 2050. Additionally, 

as part of the clean air zone feasibility study, Cardiff are consulting on taxi licensing 

proposals to require a ten year maximum age limit and any new vehicle to be a 

minimum of Euro 6. Newport also acknowledge that ‘Taxi licensing should play a 

significant role’ in supporting a change to ultra-low and zero emissions vehicles.  

•  The outcomes from this report will support a subsequent infrastructure requirement 

review which will provide a recommendation for a taxi chargepoint network.  

  

The Office of the Cardiff Capital Region (CCR) City Deal has previously commissioned Cenex 

to assess the impact of plug-in vehicles, including hackney carriage and private hire vehicles, 

on charging infrastructure requirements at specific metro sites across South East Wales. The 

Cardiff Metro Infrastructure Review report1, delivered in January 2019, highlighted two main 

limitations with this approach.  

• The scope was intentionally limited to specific metro sites rather than the entire region  

• The review was based on assumed taxi fleet composition and operational information 

without consideration of regional vehicle age and emissions policy variation  

As a result, the City Deal Office commissioned Cenex to develop a high-level taxi strategy for 

South East Wales, including required supporting measures and incentives to stimulate the 

uptake of Ultra-Low Emission Vehicles (ULEV).  

A ULEV is defined as any car or van that emits less than 75 g/km of CO2 from the tailpipe. The 

Office for Low Emission Vehicles (OLEV) expect that this definition will change as technology 

advances with vehicles delivering lower tailpipe CO2 emissions and increased zero emission 

ranges2. Additionally, to be eligible for the OLEV plug-in car grant, which offers up to £3,500 

off the price of a new car, a vehicle must have CO2 emissions of less than 50 g/km and a 

zerotailpipe emissions range of at least 70 miles. Technologies classified as ULEVs include 

plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEV), range extended electric vehicles (REEV), battery 

electric vehicles (BEV) and fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEV).The strategy also includes 

proposed regulatory changes to vehicle age and emissions policies that will encourage uptake 

of plug-in vehicles by taxi fleets across the region.  A subsequent work package, not included 

in this report, will use the data collated on fleet composition and operating patterns to inform 

                                            

1
 https://www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/appendix-3-cardiff-metro-infrastructure-review-cenex.pdf   

2
 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/739460/road-to-zero.pdf  

https://www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/appendix-3-cardiff-metro-infrastructure-review-cenex.pdf
https://www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/appendix-3-cardiff-metro-infrastructure-review-cenex.pdf
https://www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/appendix-3-cardiff-metro-infrastructure-review-cenex.pdf
https://www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/appendix-3-cardiff-metro-infrastructure-review-cenex.pdf
https://www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/appendix-3-cardiff-metro-infrastructure-review-cenex.pdf
https://www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/appendix-3-cardiff-metro-infrastructure-review-cenex.pdf
https://www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/appendix-3-cardiff-metro-infrastructure-review-cenex.pdf
https://www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/appendix-3-cardiff-metro-infrastructure-review-cenex.pdf
https://www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/appendix-3-cardiff-metro-infrastructure-review-cenex.pdf
https://www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/appendix-3-cardiff-metro-infrastructure-review-cenex.pdf
https://www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/appendix-3-cardiff-metro-infrastructure-review-cenex.pdf
https://www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/appendix-3-cardiff-metro-infrastructure-review-cenex.pdf
https://www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/appendix-3-cardiff-metro-infrastructure-review-cenex.pdf
https://www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/appendix-3-cardiff-metro-infrastructure-review-cenex.pdf
https://www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/appendix-3-cardiff-metro-infrastructure-review-cenex.pdf
https://www.cardiffcapitalregion.wales/wp-content/uploads/2019/02/appendix-3-cardiff-metro-infrastructure-review-cenex.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/739460/road-to-zero.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/739460/road-to-zero.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/739460/road-to-zero.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/739460/road-to-zero.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/739460/road-to-zero.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/739460/road-to-zero.pdf
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an infrastructure requirement review and make recommendations for a chargepoint network 

for taxis.   
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2.1 Scope and Approach  

The proposed taxi strategy covers all licensed hackney carriage and private hire vehicles in the 

ten local authorities that constitute the CCR (Blaenau Gwent, Bridgend, Caerphilly, Cardiff, 

Merthyr Tydfil, Monmouthshire, Newport, Rhondda Cynon Taf, Torfaen and Vale of 

Glamorgan).  

The strategy has been developed as a desktop study with input from licensing officers in each 

authority and early engagement with taxi drivers and operators via online surveys.   

This report and its recommendations form the primary deliverable which Cenex produced 

through the following work packages (WP) and outputs.  

WP1: Fleet Emissions Baselining and ULEV Technology Review  

• Emissions model to assess the current fleet composition, understand existing licensing 

policies and assess the relative contribution of each local authority/vehicle segment to 

the overall fleet emissions  

• List of currently available ULEV technologies and vehicle models in each relevant 

vehicle segment  

WP2: Review of Current Business Case for ULEVs  

• Total cost of ownership (TCO) model to demonstrate economic suitability of ULEVs in 

each relevant vehicle segment and to quantify the required level of financial incentives 

to encourage the uptake of ULEVs  

• Online trade survey to understand views on ULEVs, perceived barriers to adoption, 

potential effectiveness of non-financial incentives and to confirm operating patterns 

across the region  

WP3: Proposed Revised Vehicle Age and Emissions Licensing Policies  

• Scenarios for revised licensing policy across the region based on research into best 

practice from other local authorities  

• Licensing model to quantify the impact of revised vehicle age and emissions policies on 

the required number of replacement vehicles, uptake of plug-in vehicles and fleet 

emissions  

Although traditionally associated solely with hackney carriage vehicles, the term ‘taxi’ is used in 

this report to describe the entire taxi trade, including private hire vehicles. Where appropriate, 

hackney carriage and private hire have been used to specifically differentiate the licence types.  

‘Hackney carriage vehicle’ is used to describe vehicles licensed to operate as hackney 

carriages (i.e. operating from taxi ranks, plying for hire or pre-booked) and unless otherwise 

stated does not directly refer to purpose built hackney carriage vehicles such as those 

produced by LEVC (formerly LTI).   

2.2 Background  

The joint environmental pressures of decarbonising road transport to combat climate change 

and the need to mitigate the risk of air pollutant emissions on human health are well 

documented elsewhere (including previous reports issued to CCR by Cenex). However, in 

order to provide context for the subsequent analysis and the proposed taxi strategy, relevant 

background information is also included in this report.  

Table 1 below shows national and local legislation, policies and strategies that are relevant to 

the taxi trade in South East Wales. The information is presented in date order starting with the 

most recent information, taxi specific items are highlighted in bold.  
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Primary Data Source   Key Points  

UK: Net Zero Greenhouse Gas  

Emissions by 2050  

  

Source: theccc.org.uk  

•  

•  

June 2019: The Welsh Government has accepted 
the Committee on Climate Change’s (CCC) 
recommendations to cut greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions by 95% by 2050. It has stated its 
ambition to exceed this target and reach ‘net zero’ 
emissions by 2050. This matches the commitment 
made by the UK Government, which has 
amended the 80% target set by the Climate 
Change Act 2008, becoming the first major 
economy to legislate net zero  

May 2019: Net Zero report published by the CCC 

recommends a 95% reduction in GHG emissions 

in Wales by 2050. Deemed to be achievable 

using existing technologies and within the 

expected economic cost previously accepted by 

parliament  

Newport City Council:  

Sustainable Travel Strategy  

 

Source: newport.gov.uk  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

May 2019: Consultation launched on Newport  

Sustainable Travel Strategy  

Outlines the actions Newport City Council will 
take to reduce the level of pollution from road 

traffic  

‘Taxi licensing should play a significant role’ 
in supporting a change to ULEV and Zero  
Emission Vehicles (ZEV)  

Funding requirement noted to be high to very high  

Consultation closed on 30th June 2019  

Prosperity for all: A low carbon  

Wales  

  

Source: gweddill.gov.wales  

•  

•  

•  

•  

March 2019: Welsh Government published plan 
for meeting first carbon budget (2016-2020) 
including 100 policies and proposals  

Report showed that transport is the third largest 

emitting sector with CO2 from cars responsible for  
7.7% of total Welsh GHG emissions  

Welsh Government believes that 60% of new 
car sales in Wales must be ULEV by 2030.  

Supported by policies 50 and 51  

Policy 53 – Aim to reduce the carbon footprint 

of Taxis and Private Hire Vehicles to zero by 

2028  
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Primary Data Source   Key Points  

Cardiff Council Clean Air  

Feasibility Study (Outline 
Business Case)  

 

Source: cardiff.moderngov.co.uk  

•  

•  

•  

•  

•  

March 2019: Outline business case for achieving 
legal limits for NO2 in the shortest possible time 
approved  

Concluded that a package of non-charging 
measures (costing £31.8m) is preferred compared  
to a charging Clean Air Zone (CAZ) Approved 
consultation on taxi licensing proposal to 

require a ten year maximum age limit and 
any new vehicle to be a minimum of  

Euro 63  

Up to £5.5m required to support grant scheme for 
introduction of BEVs  

Licensing could be revised further to require 

new vehicles to be ULEV from 2021 and all 

vehicles to be ULEV from 2025  

 •  Full Business Case to be submitted to Welsh 

Government no later than 30th June 2019*4  

Improving public transport white 

paper  

  

Source: gweddill.gov.wales  

•  

•  

•  

•  

December 2018: Welsh Government 

consultation launched seeking views on 

proposals for bus services and the licensing 
of taxi and private hire vehicles in Wales 

National standards should specify 

requirements for vehicle emissions from taxis 
Proposal to redirect all taxi functions (e.g.  
licensing, fee setting) away from local 

authorities into a national licensing authority 

Consultation ended March 2019, at the time of 

writing the responses are under review and no 

outcomes have been published  

                                            

3
 Euro standard regulations, define maximum acceptable limits for key pollutant emissions, including Oxides of Nitrogen (NOx) 

and Particulate Matter (PM), for new vehicles sold in EU. Euro standards are introduced in two phases, firstly for new vehicles 

submitted for type approval and then typically a year later for all new vehicles sold.  

4
 Final business case was approved by cabinet on 13th June 2019. Taxi measures revised following legal advice to provide 

funding for operating costs of electric or ‘hybrid’ vehicles, valued at £1.86m instead of the originally proposed £5.5m. Includes 

a target for 30% of the taxi trade to switch to electric or hybrid vehicles through revised taxi policy 

(https://www.cardiffnewsroom.co.uk/releases/c25/21737.html)  

  

    

https://www.cardiffnewsroom.co.uk/releases/c25/21737.html
https://www.cardiffnewsroom.co.uk/releases/c25/21737.html
https://www.cardiffnewsroom.co.uk/releases/c25/21737.html
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CAZ Framework for Wales  

 

Source: gov.wales  

•  

•  

•  

April 2018: Welsh Government published Clean 
Air Zone Framework alongside consultation which 
closed in June 2018  

Framework provides guidance to local authorities 
who are considering implementation of a CAZ to 
address local air quality issues  

Highlights the possibility of using licensing 

powers to improve taxi fleet emissions 

standards and need to work with neighbouring 

authorities  

Table 1 - Legislation, Policies and Strategies Relevant to the Taxi Trade in South East Wales 

  

3 Review of Current Vehicle Fleet  

 Key Findings  

•  The current fleet composition and emissions performance has been assessed using 

licensing data provided by local authorities, MOT records and publicly available 

emissions factors.  

•  Vehicle age and emissions licensing policy is reasonably well aligned across each 
local authority with the main differences being the requirement for all or part of the 
hackney carriage vehicles to be wheelchair accessible in Newport, Cardiff and  
Torfaen. 8 out of the 10 local authorities have a maximum age limit for newly licensed 

vehicles which is less than five years. However, only Blaenau Gwent has an enforced 

maximum age limit for renewal of ten years.  

•  There are 5,680 vehicles licensed across the ten local authorities, 57% of which are 

licensed by either Cardiff or Newport. Private hire vehicles account for 54% of 

licensed vehicles across the region.  

•  The taxi fleet is typical of others studied by Cenex in terms of fleet composition, fuel 

mix, mileage and emissions.  

•  The fleet produces an estimated 138,600 kg of NOx, 1,750 kg of PM and 51,300 

tonnes of well to wheel CO2 each year. Vehicles licensed in Cardiff and Newport 

produce a disproportionate amount of particulate matter emissions due to the amount 

of pre Euro 5 vehicles within these authorities.  

  

This section summarises the current vehicle licensing policies of each local authority, then 

presents results of analysis of vehicle fleet lists to understand the current fleet size, 

composition and emissions performance. This data provides context for the subsequent 

analysis and a baseline for proposed revisions to vehicle licensing policy.  

Each of the ten local authorities provided Cenex with the following information.  

• Vehicle licensing conditions including accepted vehicle types, age and emissions policy, 

number of licences and any essential dimensional requirements  

• List of vehicle registrations for all licensed hackney carriage and private hire vehicles  

• Where available, anonymised list of vehicle proprietor postcodes (to assist development 

of a taxi chargepoint network in a subsequent project)  
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3.1 Licensing Policy  

As the vehicle licensing policy effectively constrains both the fleet composition (by accepted 

vehicle types) and the maximum age of the vehicles the licensing policy details provided by 

each local authority have been summarised. This information is used to improve understanding 

of the fleet baselining reported in Section 3.3 and to highlight any important differences in 

licensing policy, particularly those which may make establishing standardised minimum criteria 

difficult. A detailed description of licensing policy best practice is reported in Section 8.1.  

The following conditions have been found to be common to most local authorities, notable 

exceptions are listed separately.  

• Accepted Vehicle Types; All local authorities license purpose built hackney carriage 

vehicles (e.g. LTI TX or Mercedes Vito), rear accessible wheelchair accessible vehicles 

(WAV) (e.g. Peugeot Partner Premier) and standard vehicles (e.g. Skoda Octavia) as 

hackney carriages.  

o Exception: Newport – Hackney carriage vehicles must be purpose built and WAV o 

Exception: Cardiff – Hackney carriage vehicle licences above number 401 (out of  

946) must be WAV o Exception: Torfaen – Newly licensed hackney carriage 

vehicles must be WAV  

• Minimum Emissions Standards; Nine out of the ten local authorities do not directly 

specify a minimum emissions standard, instead relying on maximum age limits for new 

vehicle licenses (see Table 2 below) o Exception: Newport – All hackney carriage and 

private hire vehicles must meet Euro 4 standard (introduced in 2006) or greater, newly 

licensed hackney carriage and private hire vehicles must meet Euro 5 standard 

(introduced in 2011) or greater   

• Limit on Number of Hackney Carriage Vehicle Licenses; Nine out of the ten local 

authorities do not impose a limit on the total number of hackney carriage vehicles. o 

Exception: Cardiff (Maximum of 946 licensed hackney carriages)  

• Vehicle Age Policy – Consistency between Hackney Carriage and Private Hire Vehicles; 

Although individual policies differ slightly, all local authorities specify the same maximum 

age limits for their own hackney carriage and private hire vehicles.  

The main areas where the licensing policies vary is the maximum age limit for newly licensed 

vehicles, maximum age limit for existing vehicles (renewal) and exceptional condition criteria. 

Table 2 summarises the vehicle age policy for each local authority, to reiterate these are 

applicable to both hackney carriage and private hire vehicles.  

Local Authority  
Maximum Age Limit 
for Newly Licensed  

Vehicle  

Maximum Age Limit 

for Renewal  
Exceptional 

Condition Criteria  

Blaenau Gwent  4 years  10 years  -  

Bridgend  0 years (New)1  -  -  

Caerphilly  5 years2  -  -  

Cardiff  2 years (25 months)3  6 years3  Yes  

Merthyr Tydfil  4 years  -  -  

Monmouthshire  -  -  -  
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Newport4  -  -  -  

Rhondda Cynon Taf  3 years5  10 years  Yes  

Torfaen  5 years  10 years  Yes  

Vale of Glamorgan  5 years6  -  -  

Table 2 - Vehicle Age Policies per Local Authority  

1. 3 years if WAV  

2. Does not apply to executive vehicles (e.g. Jaguar, BMW and Mercedes-Benz)  

3. Purpose built hackney carriage and executive vehicles can be licensed if less than 10 years  

4. New = Euro 5: currently equivalent to 8 years, Renewal = Euro 4: currently equivalent to 13 years  5. 

5 years if WAV  

6. 10 years if WAV with automated tail lift  

Except for Monmouthshire and Newport, the highest age limit for vehicles presented for first 

time licensing is five years, as such by September 2019 new vehicles in eight of the local 

authorities will meet the latest Euro 6 emissions standard. It is worth noting that there are 

multiple exceptions to these age limits of between three and ten years for purpose built 

hackney carriages, WAVs and executive vehicles. These vehicle types are expected to form a 

comparatively small proportion of the overall fleet, regardless these exceptions will be 

considered in any proposed revisions to licensing policy.  

For licence renewals six of the local authorities do not specify a maximum age limit, 

additionally a further three authorities have a maximum age limit of six to ten years for renewal 

(Cardiff, Rhondda Cynon Taf and Torfaen) with exemptions from these age limits issued where 

an application is made and the local authority considers the vehicle to be in exceptional 

condition. The lack of minimum emissions standards in most local authorities may result in a 

comparatively high emitting vehicle fleet. This will be further exacerbated by the lack of 

maximum age limits although it is worth noting that age limits are considered to be an indirect 

method of improving fleet emissions with their primary purpose, alongside vehicle testing, 

being to ensure that the fleet is modern, safe and fit for purpose.          

    

3.2 Fleet Composition by Local Authority  

 3.2.1  Number of Licensed Vehicles  

Each of the ten local authorities provided a list of vehicle registrations by licence type resulting 

in a total list of 5,680 licensed vehicles in the CCR.  

Table 3 shows the total number of licensed vehicles per licence type and local authority with 

the dominant licence type in each authority highlighted in bold. Unless otherwise stated 

results will be presented in descending order of total number of licensed vehicles.  

Local Authority  
Hackney 

Carriage  
Private Hire  

Total Licensed 

Vehicles  

% of Total  
Licensed  
Vehicles  

Cardiff  897  1,361  2,258  40%  

Newport  105  874  979  17%  

Bridgend  383  130  513  9%  

Rhondda Cynon Taf  316  97  413  7%  

Caerphilly  282  106  388  7%  
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Vale of Glamorgan  120  179  299  5%  

Torfaen  63  169  232  4%  

Merthyr Tydfil  175  54  229  4%  

Monmouthshire  132  92  224  4%  

Blaenau Gwent  141  4  145  3%  

CCR  2,614  3,066  5,680  100%  

Table 3 - Total Licensed Vehicles per Local Authority  

Cardiff and Newport, the main cities in the region and therefore the authorities with the highest 

population densities5, collectively account for 3,237 (57%) of the total licensed vehicles. Private 

hire vehicles account for the majority of the vehicles in both regions with 60% and 89% of 

licensed vehicles respectively. The remaining local authorities account for between 145 to 513 

(3 to 9%) of the total licensed vehicles each. Hackney carriage vehicle licences account for 

between 59 to 97% of the number of licensed vehicles.  

Wheelchair accessibility is likely to be a key consideration for the adoption of ULEVs into taxi 

fleets because of a lack of plug-in vehicles on the market which are wheelchair accessible or 

can be converted to wheelchair accessibility (discussed further in Section 4). Therefore, Cenex 

requested each local authority to provide information regarding the total number of licensed 

WAVs. Where this information was unavailable the taxi and private hire vehicle statistics 

(2018)6 dataset produced by the Department for Transport was used to supplement the data. 

Table 4 below shows the percentage of vehicles that are WAV in each local authority by 

licence type.  

  

Local Authority  
Hackney 

Carriage  
Private Hire  

Cardiff  58%  0%  

Newport  100%  1%  

Bridgend  7%  16%  

Rhondda Cynon Taf  5%  14%  

Caerphilly  6%  12%  

Vale of Glamorgan  3%  7%  

Torfaen  35%  4%  

Merthyr Tydfil  0%  0%  

Monmouthshire  4%  13%  

                                            

5
 https://statswales.gov.wales/Catalogue/Population-and-Migration/Population/Density/populationdensity-by-localauthority-year  

6
 https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/taxi01-taxis-private-hire-vehilces-and-their-drivers  

https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/taxi01-taxis-private-hire-vehilces-and-their-drivers
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/taxi01-taxis-private-hire-vehilces-and-their-drivers
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/taxi01-taxis-private-hire-vehilces-and-their-drivers
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/taxi01-taxis-private-hire-vehilces-and-their-drivers
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/taxi01-taxis-private-hire-vehilces-and-their-drivers
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/taxi01-taxis-private-hire-vehilces-and-their-drivers
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/taxi01-taxis-private-hire-vehilces-and-their-drivers
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/taxi01-taxis-private-hire-vehilces-and-their-drivers
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/taxi01-taxis-private-hire-vehilces-and-their-drivers
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/taxi01-taxis-private-hire-vehilces-and-their-drivers
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/taxi01-taxis-private-hire-vehilces-and-their-drivers
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/taxi01-taxis-private-hire-vehilces-and-their-drivers
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/taxi01-taxis-private-hire-vehilces-and-their-drivers
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/taxi01-taxis-private-hire-vehilces-and-their-drivers
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/taxi01-taxis-private-hire-vehilces-and-their-drivers
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/taxi01-taxis-private-hire-vehilces-and-their-drivers
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/taxi01-taxis-private-hire-vehilces-and-their-drivers
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/taxi01-taxis-private-hire-vehilces-and-their-drivers
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/taxi01-taxis-private-hire-vehilces-and-their-drivers
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/taxi01-taxis-private-hire-vehilces-and-their-drivers
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Blaenau Gwent  3%  0%  

CCR  28% (732)  2.6% (80)  

Table 4 - Percentage of Wheelchair Accessible Vehicles per Local Authority  

In total there are approximately 812 WAVs in the CCR which accounts for around 14% of all 

vehicles. This is in line with the proportion of WAVs typically found in rural areas (15% in rural 

England, 20187). This proportion is much higher in some local authorities, particularly for 

hackney carriage vehicles, of which 35% are WAVs in Torfaen and 100% in Newport. In 

conjunction with current and forecast ULEV availability information, discussed in Section 4, this 

suggests that it may be challenging to apply ULEV as a minimum emissions standard to all 

licence types. Where possible Cenex has highlighted vehicles on the current fleet that are 

known to be WAV however as many of the vehicles can be used as standard passenger 

vehicles, rear access WAV or national specification hackney carriage vehicles (side access 

WAV), it is not feasible to comprehensively identify all individual WAVs in the fleet.  

 3.2.2  Vehicle Types  

The Driver and Vehicle Standards Agency allows authorised third-party organisations to 

access MOT test history for vehicles including make and model, fuel type, date of 

manufacture/first use and mileage at each MOT test. Cenex has used this information to 

quantify the fleet composition. First, vehicles were categorised into segments. The MOT 

database returned 357 individual vehicle model identifiers, making it impractical to categorise 

all vehicle models. As such a total of 225 models were categorised which accounts for 5,365 of 

the 5,680 vehicles (representing 94% of the total fleet). We have assumed that the remainder 

of the fleet shares the same composition.   

Table 5 shows the vehicle market segment summary for the entire region with the top three 
vehicle models shown in each category and the top five individual models shown in bold.  

  

Vehicle Segment  Top 3 Models  
Total No. of Vehicles  % of Categorised 

Vehicles  

Large Car  

Toyota Avensis (443)  
Volkswagen Passat (341)  

Ford Mondeo (321)  
1,586  30%  

Medium Car  

Skoda Octavia (447)  
Toyota Prius (112)  

Vauxhall Astra (112)  
1,157  22%  

Medium Van  

Ford Transit Custom (297) 
Peugeot Expert (212)  

Mercedes-Benz Vito (109)  
946  18%  

                                            

7
 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/751202/taxi-and-

phvengland-2018.pdf  

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/751202/taxi-and-phv-england-2018.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/751202/taxi-and-phv-england-2018.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/751202/taxi-and-phv-england-2018.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/751202/taxi-and-phv-england-2018.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/751202/taxi-and-phv-england-2018.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/751202/taxi-and-phv-england-2018.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/751202/taxi-and-phv-england-2018.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/751202/taxi-and-phv-england-2018.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/751202/taxi-and-phv-england-2018.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/751202/taxi-and-phv-england-2018.pdf
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Executive  

Mercedes-Benz E-Class (368)  
BMW 5-Series (54) 

Audi A6 (47)  
475  9%  

Small Van  

Peugeot Partner (351)  
Fiat Doblo (46)  

Citroen Berlingo (31)  
434  8%  

Large MultiPurpose 

Vehicle (MPV)  
Volkswagen Sharan (112)  

Ford Galaxy (109)  
Seat Alhambra (80)  

301  6%  

Medium MPV  

Vauxhall Zafira (108)  
Citroen C4 Picasso (23)  
Volkswagen Touran (22)  

182  3%  

Other  -  284  5%  

Total  -  5,365  100%  

Table 5 - Summary of Vehicle Market Segments  

Large and medium ‘saloon’ cars dominate the fleet accounting for 30% and 22% of licensed 

vehicles respectively, a total of 2,743 vehicles. Medium and small van-derived vehicles are the 

next largest combined segment at 26% of the fleet followed by executive cars and MPVs 

(accounting for 9% of the fleet each). The top five individual vehicle models are the Skoda 

Octavia, Toyota Avensis, Mercedes-Benz E-Class, Peugeot Partner and Volkswagen Passat. It 

is worth noting that the top ten models account for 3,116 vehicles (58% of the total licensed 

vehicles), therefore availability of ULEVs from the manufacturers of these vehicles could play 

an important role in the overall uptake of ULEVs in taxi fleets. A detailed breakdown of the 

vehicle types in each local authority is reported in Appendix o.  

 3.2.3  Fuel Types  

Fuel type is listed for 5,642 vehicles on the MOT database. Cenex has used this information to 

quantify the number of vehicles using each fuel type. The MOT database uses Petrol Hybrid to 

categorise both conventional hybrid electric vehicles (HEV) and PHEVs. As of May 2019, 

PHEVs only have a 1.2% market share8. Additionally, given the age of the vehicles on the fleet, 

it is highly likely that most of the vehicles categorised as Petrol Hybrid are in fact conventional 

hybrids. Table 6 shows the percentage of each fuel type compared to the total UK passenger 

car fleet.  

  

Fuel Type  
No. of Each 

Fuel Type  
% of Each Fuel 

Type  

% of Each Fuel  
Type (UK –  

2018)9  

Diesel  5,175  91.7%  39.9%  

Petrol  246  4.4%  58.2%  

                                            

8
 https://www.smmt.co.uk/vehicle-data/evs-and-afvs-registrations/  

9
 https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/veh02-licensed-cars  

https://www.smmt.co.uk/vehicle-data/evs-and-afvs-registrations/
https://www.smmt.co.uk/vehicle-data/evs-and-afvs-registrations/
https://www.smmt.co.uk/vehicle-data/evs-and-afvs-registrations/
https://www.smmt.co.uk/vehicle-data/evs-and-afvs-registrations/
https://www.smmt.co.uk/vehicle-data/evs-and-afvs-registrations/
https://www.smmt.co.uk/vehicle-data/evs-and-afvs-registrations/
https://www.smmt.co.uk/vehicle-data/evs-and-afvs-registrations/
https://www.smmt.co.uk/vehicle-data/evs-and-afvs-registrations/
https://www.smmt.co.uk/vehicle-data/evs-and-afvs-registrations/
https://www.smmt.co.uk/vehicle-data/evs-and-afvs-registrations/
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Petrol Hybrid  204  3.6%  
1.3% (HEV)  

0.4% (PHEV)  Diesel Hybrid  9  0.2%  

Electric  5  <0.1%  0.2%  

LPG  3  <0.1%  <0.1%  

Total  5,642  100.0%  100.0%  

Table 6 - Fuel Types for All Licensed Vehicles  

Diesel vehicles dominate the CCR taxi vehicle fleets with a 92% share, this is disproportionate 

to the percentage share of diesel vehicles within the total passenger car fleet where diesel 

vehicles account for around 40% of the total licensed vehicles. Petrol vehicles only account for 

4.5% of the CCR fleet, closely followed by petrol hybrid vehicles at 3.5%. For context Cenex 

has studied similar sized taxi fleets for rural county councils (covering multiple individual local 

authorities) and found an almost identical split of fuel types suggesting that this is typical of taxi 

fleets.  

To simplify the subsequent analysis, we have excluded diesel hybrid, electric and liquified 

petroleum gas powered vehicles. A total of five electric vehicles have been highlighted as 

follows.   

• x1 Nissan Leaf (Monmouthshire – Hackney Carriage), x3 Tesla Model S (Newport – 

Private Hire) and x1 Tesla Model X (Newport – Private Hire)  

 3.2.4  Annual Mileages and Driving Environments  

Daily and annual mileage are both critical in determining the operational (electric only range vs. 

daily mileage) and economic (ownership and running costs) suitability of ULEVs. As it is 

difficult to gather this information in a consistent manner via local authority in-house test 

records or trade surveys, Cenex has estimated the annual mileage on a per vehicle basis using 

the mileage recorded during MOT tests. Only vehicles with two passed MOT records in the last 

13 months have been included for annual mileage calculations. We have treated vehicles 

which cover fewer than 500 miles or more than 100,000 miles per year as outliers and have not 

included them in this analysis. Depending on whether vehicle testing is performed inhouse by 

local authorities or at public garages some vehicle records may not be held on the MOT 

database. In these cases the average annual mileage from the remaining records has been 

used.  

Applying that approach, we excluded all vehicles from Bridgend, Torfaen, Monmouthshire and 

Blaenau Gwent, because MOT records are held for fewer than 25% of the licensed vehicles in 

these authorities, as shown in Table 33 in Appendix B. The remaining total number of 

acceptable MOT records is 3,557 which accounts for 63% of the total licensed vehicles. Table 

7 shows the average annual mileage per local authority and licence type sorted in descending 

order.  

  

Local Authority  

Average Annual  
Mileage – Hackney  

Carriage  
(miles)  

Average Annual  
Mileage – Private  

Hire  
(miles)  

Average Annual  
Mileage – All  

Licensed Vehicles 

(miles)  
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Merthyr Tydfil  32,014  23,604  29,983  

Vale of Glamorgan  27,695  29,388  28,671  

Rhondda Cynon Taf  28,592   -  28,592  

Newport  25,211  26,156  26,060  

Caerphilly  22,802  25,863  23,558  

Cardiff  21,323  23,528  22,703  

CCR  24,475  24,887  24,721  

Table 7 - Average Annual Mileage by Local Authority and Licence Type  

The average annual mileage for the CCR is 24,721 miles. There is comparatively little variation 

between regions. The lowest average annual mileage is 21,323 miles for hackney carriage 

vehicles licensed in Cardiff compared to the highest average annual mileage of 32,014 miles 

for hackney carriage vehicles licensed in Merthyr Tydfil. These results are comparable to 

similar taxi fleets operating in England with vehicles licensed in cities having an average 

annual mileage of 25,000 miles and vehicles licensed in rural areas having an average annual 

mileage of 33,000 miles  

Taxi fleets are typically diverse both in terms of vehicle type but also operating patterns, so it is 

important to understand the variation in annual mileage. Figure 1 shows the distribution of 

annual mileage from 5,000 to 100,000 miles per annum in 5,000 mile increments. The 

distribution is skewed right with the median at 25,000 to 30,000 miles.  

  
Figure 1 - Annual Mileage Distribution  

Although this shows that few vehicles cover very high mileages, in absolute terms there is still 

a significant proportion of the fleet that may be more operationally challenging to switch to 

ULEV. The Office for National Statistics 2017 Labour Force Survey showed that 40% of taxi 
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drivers work five days per week10. The MOT records show that 1,113 out of the 3,557 vehicles 

studied (around 31%) cover more than 30,000 miles per year which would equate to at least 

115 miles per day (assuming five days a week and 52 weeks a year). As licensing standards 

are independent of usage pattern or duty cycle there is a significant risk that revised age and 

emissions standards could adversely impact a significant proportion of the fleet which covers 

relatively high mileages.   

Table 8 shows the driving duty cycle that we have assumed for each area (sorted by number of 

licensed vehicles per thousand people descending). This has been determined by the method 

reported in Appendix C which is based on the rural-urban classification for local authority 

districts in England and the total number of licensed hackney carriage and private hire vehicles 

per thousand people .These values are used to determine the fuel consumption, as reported in 

Section 3.3 which is a primary input into both the fleet emissions model and total cost of 

ownership model.  

Local Authority  
Duty 

Cycle  
% congested  % urban  % rural  % motorway  

Cardiff  
Urban  37.5%  37.5%  20%  5%  

Newport  

Bridgend  
Mixed  -  50%  35%  15%  

Merthyr Tydfil  

Rhondda Cynon Taf  

Rural  -  25%  60%  15%  

Caerphilly  

Vale of Glamorgan  

Torfaen  

Monmouthshire  

Blaenau Gwent  

Table 8 - Assigned Duty Cycle per Local Authority  

    

  

                                            

10
 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/751202/taxi-and-phv-england-2018.pdf  

https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/751202/taxi-and-phv-england-2018.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/751202/taxi-and-phv-england-2018.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/751202/taxi-and-phv-england-2018.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/751202/taxi-and-phv-england-2018.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/751202/taxi-and-phv-england-2018.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/751202/taxi-and-phv-england-2018.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/751202/taxi-and-phv-england-2018.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/751202/taxi-and-phv-england-2018.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/751202/taxi-and-phv-england-2018.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/751202/taxi-and-phv-england-2018.pdf
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 3.2.5  Vehicle Age and Emissions Standard Profiles  

Finally, we calculated the average vehicle age and percentage of the fleet meeting the latest 

Euro emissions standard (Euro 6) for each local authority. The purpose of this analysis is to 

highlight the effect of the vehicle age and emissions policies presented in Section 0. Figure 2 

shows the average vehicle age per local authority and licence type rounded to the nearest 

quarter of a year.  

  
Figure 2 - Average Vehicle Age by Local Authority and Licence Type  

Except for Cardiff and Newport, hackney carriage and private hire licensed vehicles have 

similar average ages. Across the CCR the average hackney carriage vehicle age is seven 

years compared to just over 6 years for private hire vehicles. Local authorities with low 

maximum age limits for new vehicles (e.g. Bridgend, Rhondda Cynon Taf and Blaenau Gwent) 

have some of the lowest average ages ranging from just under four years to five years. 

Typically, this is also supported by a ten year maximum age limit for renewal. Newport and 

Monmouthshire have the highest average vehicle age; this is as expected due to a lack of 

maximum age limits in Monmouthshire and an effective 13 year (Euro 4) standard in Newport. 

Hackney carriage vehicles licensed in Cardiff also exceed the regional average age with an 

average of nine years.   

Figure 3 shows the percentage of vehicles in each region that meet the latest Euro 6 emissions 

standards. As previously stated, vehicle age is an indirect method of measuring and controlling 

vehicle emissions standards. However, as the two are intrinsically linked, the percentage of 

vehicles meeting the latest Euro 6 emissions standard will correlate directly with the average 

vehicle age in each local authority.  
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Figure 3 - Percentage of Vehicles Meeting Euro 6 Emissions Standards  

On average 28% of the vehicles licensed in the CCR meet Euro 6 standards. Therefore, any 

proposed licensing revisions to meet this standard will have a significant impact on the number 

of replacement vehicles. The hackney carriage licensed vehicles in Cardiff, Newport and 

Monmouthshire have the lowest proportion of Euro 6 vehicles at around 6%, 14% and 16% 

respectively.  

3.3 Baselining of Total Fleet Emissions Performance  

Thus far the fleet has largely been categorised on a per local authority basis. In order to 

calculate the total fleet emissions, total cost of ownership and impact of vehicle age and 

emissions policy, we also need to categorise the fleet by vehicle segment. Table 9 summarises 

the top seven vehicle segments, excluding 315 vehicles that were not categorised, 284 

vehicles from other vehicle segments (e.g. luxury, large vans) and those with unknown fuel 

types.    

Vehicle  
Segment  

No. of Vehicles   
% of Categorised 

Vehicles  
Average Annual 

Mileage (miles)  

Average Fuel  
Consumption  

(MPG)  

Large Car  1,576  31%  24,246  44.0  

Medium Car  1,151  23%  24,886  49.9  

Medium Van  945  19%  25,546  31.9  

Executive  469  9%  26,249  38.2  

Small Van  434  9%  23,394  36.1  

Large MPV  301  6%  25,530  41.5  

Medium MPV  182  4%  25,959  46.1  
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Total  5,058  100%  24,885  41.8  

Table 9 - Fleet Summary (Composition, Mileage and Fuel Consumption)  

The composition of the fleet in terms of vehicles types was discussed in detail in Section 3.2.2 

and is unchanged for this analysis. Likewise, the average annual mileage is similar for all 

vehicle types (within +/- 1,500 miles) and varies more with local authority as shown in Section 

3.2.4.   

We estimated fuel consumption for each individual vehicle using real-world test data for diesel 

and petrol vehicles (including conventional hybrids) provided by Emissions Analytics11, an 

independent global testing specialist responsible for the EQUA index real-world emissions 

database. We applied this data to the urban, mixed and rural duty cycles defined in Section 

3.2.4 to tailor the fuel consumption to each region. As the majority of vehicles are diesel cars 

and 43% of the fleet is assumed to operate in mixed or rural environments, the average 

estimated fleet fuel consumption of 42 mpg is reasonably high. The medium car fleet has the 

lowest fuel consumption at around 50 mpg and the medium van fleet has the highest fuel 

consumption at around 32 mpg.    

The age profile of each vehicle type is shown below in Table 10 with the largest individual 

percentage for each type shown in bold. The maximum vehicle age is also shown for 

context.  

    Vehicle Age    

Vehicle Type 0-2 2-4 4-6 6-8 8-10 10+ Average Maximum 

Large Car 3% 10%   20%  20%   22%   24% 7.25 19 

Medium Car 10%   20%   22%  21% 15% 13% 5.5 17 

Medium Van 6% 15%   17%  17% 11%   34% 7.5 19 

Executive 5% 14%   39%  22% 11% 8% 5.5 21 

Small Van 1% 12% 8%  18%   39%   21% 7.5 14 

Large MPV 9% 14%   26%  20% 12%   19% 6 16 

Medium MPV 0% 4%   42%  26%   17% 11% 6.5 15 

Total 5% 14%   22%  20%   18%   21% 6.75 21 

Table 10 - Fleet Age Profile (rounded to nearest quarter)  

The average age of the fleet is six years nine months with 61% of the fleet under eight years 

old. There is some variation between vehicle types with medium and executive cars having the 

lowest average age of five years 6 months. Small vans have the highest average age of seven 

years six months years with 39% of these vehicles aged between eight and ten years. 

Maximum vehicle ages range from 14 years (small van) to 21 years (executive car). The 

average age of the current fleet is important for two reasons. First, it sets expectations in terms 

of vehicle replacement cycles between proposed licensing policy changes. Second, extended 

ownership periods for ULEVs can be used to improve the economic case, as the lower per mile 

running costs offset the upfront or lease cost premium. We suggest that the average age of just 

under seven years is short enough to allow a reasonable rate of change whilst also allowing 

scope for increased ownership periods for ULEVs.   

                                            

11
 https://www.emissionsanalytics.com/  

https://www.emissionsanalytics.com/
https://www.emissionsanalytics.com/
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To assess the environmental performance of the existing fleet Cenex quantified the Euro 

Emissions Standard of each vehicle and calculated the annual tailpipe and fuel lifecycle 

emissions per vehicle as follows.  

• Euro standards: Cenex estimated the Euro standard based on the date of registration 

assuming vehicles meet the Euro standard six months after the introduction for new 

type approvals.  

• Air quality pollutant emissions: The UK National Atmospheric Emissions Inventory 

provides estimated real-world air quality emission look-up tables by vehicle weight, euro 

standard and drive cycle type12. We used these tables to estimate the pollutant 

emissions (NOx and PM) from the vehicle fleet based on the stated driving environment 

and equivalent average speed from real world driving patterns.  

• GHG emissions: Cenex used the latest version of the UK Government’s GHG 

conversion factors for company reporting13 which provides the kg CO2 equivalent 

emitted during the combustion of various transport fuels. We applied these factors to the 

vehicle type average fuel consumption.  

The Euro standards profile is shown below in Table 11 with the largest individual percentage 

for each type shown in bold.  

 

Euro 5 compliant vehicles dominate in all vehicle segments with 49% of the total fleet meeting 

this standard. Medium MPVs, small vans and large cars have the lowest percentage of Euro 6 

vehicles with 12%, 17% and 20% respectively. Additionally, medium vans have the largest 

proportion of pre Euro 5 vehicles at 35%.  

                                            

12
 http://naei.beis.gov.uk/data/ef-transport  

13
 https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/government-conversion-factors-for-company-reporting  

http://naei.beis.gov.uk/data/ef-transport
http://naei.beis.gov.uk/data/ef-transport
http://naei.beis.gov.uk/data/ef-transport
http://naei.beis.gov.uk/data/ef-transport
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/government-conversion-factors-for-company-reporting
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/government-conversion-factors-for-company-reporting
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/government-conversion-factors-for-company-reporting
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/government-conversion-factors-for-company-reporting
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/government-conversion-factors-for-company-reporting
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/government-conversion-factors-for-company-reporting
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/government-conversion-factors-for-company-reporting
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/government-conversion-factors-for-company-reporting
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/government-conversion-factors-for-company-reporting
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/government-conversion-factors-for-company-reporting
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/government-conversion-factors-for-company-reporting
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/government-conversion-factors-for-company-reporting
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 3.3.1  Percentage of Total Fleet Emissions per Local Authority  

Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3 report the air quality pollutant emissions and GHG emissions for each 

vehicle type. Prior to this assessment, we calculated the percentage contribution by each local 

authority and emission type as shown below in Table 12. This is to confirm whether emissions 

need to be reported solely on a vehicle type basis or whether they should also be considered 

at a local authority level.  

We compared the percentage contribution of the total fleet emissions to the percentage share 

of the total number of vehicles. We have highlighted emissions that are disproportionate to 

the number of licensed vehicles in bold red text.  

    

  

Local Authority  
% of Total  

Categorised 

Vehicles  

% of Total  
Annual WTW  

CO2 Emissions  

% of Total  
Annual NOx  
Emissions  

% of Total  
Annual PM  
Emissions  

Cardiff  41%  41%  43%  46%  

Newport  17%  19%  18%  26%  

Bridgend  9%  9%  8%  5%  

Rhondda Cynon Taf  7%  7%  7%  3%  

Caerphilly  6%  5%  6%  4%  

Vale of Glamorgan  5%  5%  5%  2%  

Torfaen  4%  3%  3%  3%  

Merthyr Tydfil  4%  4%  4%  3%  

Monmouthshire  4%  3%  4%  6%  

Blaenau Gwent  2%  2%  2%  1%  

Total  100%  100%  100%  100%  

Table 12 - Percentage Contribution to Total Fleet Emissions per Local Authority  

All Well to Wheel (WTW) CO2 and NOx emissions are within 2% of each local authority’s 

relative share of the number of vehicles. However, PM emissions are around 2 to 8 percentage 

points higher than the number of vehicles in Cardiff, Newport and Monmouthshire. Revised 

emissions standards introduced at Euro 5 effectively mandated the introduction of diesel 

particulate filters to address PM emissions. The average percentage of pre Euro 5 vehicles is 5 

to 17% in local authorities with proportionate PM emissions. However, this increases to 21 to 

36% of the fleet in Cardiff, Newport and Monmouthshire. Given these results we have deemed 

it acceptable to present subsequent emissions results on a per vehicle type basis only.  

 3.3.2  Air Quality Pollutant Emissions  

Table 13 shows the estimated NOx emissions per vehicle type per year and the total fleet NOx 

emissions. The top three largest emitters are highlighted in bold with disproportionate 

results shown in red. The contribution to total fleet emissions is used to highlight the largest 

opportunities for emissions reduction.  

Vehicle  
Segment  

No. of Vehicles   
% of Categorised 

Vehicles  
Total Annual NOx 

Emissions (kg)  

% Contribution to 
Fleet NOx  
Emissions  
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Large Car  1,576  31%  33,486  27%  

Medium Car  1,151  23%  18,425  15%  

Medium Van  945  19%  33,778  27%  

Executive  469  9%  10,777  9%  

Small Van  434  9%  16,506  13%  

Large MPV  301  6%  6,940  6%  

Medium MPV  182  4%  3,486  3%  

Total  5,058  100%  123,398  100%  

Table 13 - Fleet NOx Emissions  

The total assessed fleet emits 123,400 kg of NOx per year, when scaled to the total fleet of 

5,680 vehicles this equates to estimated total emissions of 138,600 kg of NOx per year. The 

medium van fleet emits a disproportionate amount of NOx, accounting for 27% of the total NOx 

emissions.  

Table 14 shows the same information for the annual PM emissions.   

Vehicle  
Segment  

No. of Vehicles   
% of Categorised 

Vehicles  
Total Annual PM 

Emissions (kg)  

% Contribution to  
Fleet PM  

Emissions  

Large Car  1,576  31%  534  34%  

Medium Car  1,151  23%  214  14%  

Medium Van  945  19%  467  30%  

Executive  469  9%  86  6%  

Small Van  434  9%  120  8%  

Large MPV  301  6%  102  7%  

Medium MPV  182  4%  37  2%  

Total  5,058  100%  1,561  100%  

Table 14 - Fleet PM Emissions  

The total assessed fleet emits 1,560 kg of PM per year, when scaled to the total fleet of 5,680 

vehicles this equates to 1,750 kg of PM per year. The large car fleet is the largest single 

emitter of PM accounting for 34% of the total fleet emissions. The medium van fleet emits a 

disproportionate amount of PM, accounting for 30% of the total PM emissions, this is due to the 

large number of pre Euro 5 vehicles on the fleet.  

 3.3.3  Greenhouse Gas Emissions  

Tank to Wheel (TTW) or Scope 1 emissions represent the amount of CO2 (derived from fossil 

fuels) which is released from a vehicle’s tailpipe. Under UK GHG reporting protocol, Scope 1 

emissions are the direct responsibility of the transport operator. Table 15 shows the TTW CO2 

emissions per vehicle type per year and total fleet CO2 emissions.   

Vehicle  
Segment  

No. of Vehicles   
% of Categorised 

Vehicles  

Total Annual TTW  
CO2 Emissions  

(tonnes)  

% Contribution to  
Fleet CO2  
Emissions  

Large Car  1,576  31%  10,411  28%  

Medium Car  1,151  23%  6,706  18%  
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Medium Van  945  19%  9,130  25%  

Executive  469  9%  3,843  10%  

Small Van  434  9%  3,279  9%  

Large MPV  301  6%  2,218  6%  

Medium MPV  182  4%  1,200  3%  

Total  5,058  100%  36,787  100%  

Table 15 - Fleet TTW CO2 Emissions  

The total assessed fleet emits 36,800 tonnes of TTW CO2 per year, when scaled to the total 

fleet of 5,680 vehicles this equates to 41,300 tonnes of TTW CO2 per year. The largest emitter 

of CO2 is the large car fleet which produces 28% of the total CO2 emissions (in line with the 

total number of vehicles). The medium van fleet is the second highest emitter of CO2, this is to 

be expected as CO2 emissions are directly linked to fuel consumption and total miles travelled.  

WTW or All Scope emissions are a more complete method of looking at CO2 emissions and 

represent the amount of CO2 emitted during the fuel's life cycle. This includes the upstream 

emissions associated with fuel extraction, processing, transportation, and dispensing, as well 

as the emissions from final fuel combustion. Although the upstream emissions from fuel 

manufacture are not the reporting responsibility of the transport operator (under UK emission 

reporting guidance), they are considered important by environmentally conscious fleets when 

making decisions on fuel and transport options. Table 16 shows the WTW CO2 emissions per 

vehicle type per year and total fleet CO2 emissions.  

Vehicle  
Segment  

No. of Vehicles   
% of Categorised 

Vehicles  

Total Annual  
WTW CO2  
Emissions  
(tonnes)  

% Contribution to  
Fleet CO2  
Emissions  

Large Car  1,576  31%  12,926  28%  

Medium Car  1,151  23%  8,327  18%  

Medium Van  945  19%  11,336  25%  

Executive  469  9%  4,771  10%  

Small Van  434  9%  4,071  9%  

Large MPV  301  6%  2,754  6%  

Medium MPV  182  4%  1,490  3%  

Total  5,058  100%  45,674  100%  

Table 16 - Fleet WTW CO2 Emissions  

When considered on a WTW basis the total emissions from the fleet increase to 45,700 tonnes 

of WTW CO2 per annum (51,300 tonnes per year when scaled to the total fleet of 5,680 

vehicles).  The percentage contributions by each fleet segment remain the same as when TTW 

emissions are considered.  
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4 Ultra-Low Emission Vehicle Technologies  

 Key Findings  

•  Cenex has assessed the market status and availability of ULEVs in each vehicle 

segment to highlight potential supply constraints.  

•  There are currently only two ULEV wheelchair accessible vehicles available (LEVC 

TX and Dynamo Nissan e-NV200). Despite there being numerous battery electric 

small vans on the market there are currently no examples of ULEV rear access 

wheelchair accessible vehicles.  

•  By the end of 2019 there are estimated to be 26 ULEV models that may be suitable 

for use as taxis with a 50/50 split between battery electric and plug-in hybrid electric 

vehicles.  

•  There is an increasing number of taxi operators successfully deploying ULEV fleets, 

ranging from six to 70 vehicles with deployments as early as 2013/14.  

•  Licensing authorities must ensure that any revised licensing policy is conditional on 

the availability of an adequate number of suitable ULEVs and should approve new 

models for licensing as they are released. It may be necessary to either revise the 

number of wheelchair accessible vehicles or establish a suitable emissions standard 

exemption policy.  

  

This section details the market status of ULEVs in each vehicle segment relevant to taxi 

operations. This includes an initial high-level review and screening of available ULEV 

technologies, a review of current and near-term vehicle availability and case studies of taxi 

fleets who have deployed ULEVs. Vehicles that are due for release in 2019 have been 

included and highlighted accordingly on the assumption that they will be available prior to 

significant licensing changes.  

4.1 Ultra-Low Emission Technology Screening  

To highlight which ULEV technologies have the potential to deliver emission improvements and 

be economically viable relative to incumbent technologies Cenex undertook a high-level 

assessment of available technology options using the criteria shown below in Table 17.  

  

Green  Technology is commercially available and proven in real-world operations  

Amber  Technology is available but is near market, unproven in real-world operations, 

known to be uneconomical or deemed unsuitable for taxi operations. May be 

suitable for funded demonstration projects or fleet trials  

Red  Technology is currently unavailable. Includes technologies / vehicle models that 

have previously been classified as green or amber but have subsequently been 

discontinued  

Table 17 - ULEV Screening Criteria  

Table 18 shows the result of the technology screening process. We have taken forward 

vehicles highlighted in green for more detailed assessment of vehicle availability and 

specifications. A detailed review of the technology maturity, expected cost performance, 

expected tailpipe emissions and expected fuel lifecycle emissions is provided in the Cenex Low 

Emission Vehicle Strategy report for the CCR.  
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Vehicle   

Type  

Vehicle  

Segment (GVW)  

Technology   

 
 

 
 

Cars - 
including 
Sports Utility  
Vehicles  

(SUV) and  

MPVs  

Small    **      

Medium        

Hyundai 
Nexo  

(Midsize 

SUV)  

Large        Toyota Mirai  

Executive          

MPV          

Wheelchair  

Accessible  

Vehicles  

Small Van      *    

Hackney Carriage Specification          

Table 18 - ULEV Technology Screening for Taxis  

The main areas showings restricted vehicle options are shown below.  

• *Rear access wheelchair accessible vehicle, small van conversions – although there are 

numerous battery electric small vans available (e.g. Peugeot Partner, Citroen Berlingo 

and Renault Kangoo) Cenex is not aware of examples of type approved rear access 

wheelchair conversions typically used as private hire vehicles. NOTE – the Dynamo 

Nissan e-NV200 is wheelchair accessible but also meets national hackney carriage 

specifications and is classified accordingly  

• MPVs – the only PHEV available is the BMW 225xe which is a premium model with a 

maximum of five seats and therefore not a likely replacement for existing popular 

models   

• ** Production of the BMW i3 REEV ceased in October 2018, no manufacturers have 

released plans to produce REEVs in the future  

Recommendation***;   

a) The CCR City Deal Office should undertake market analysis with converters of 
wheelchair accessible vehicles to understand the current market status, barriers to 
adoption and plans regarding ULEVs. Propose and communicate actions that local 
authorities can take to improve ULEV availability within the WAV small van vehicle 
segment.  

Justification;   

Although battery electric small vans have been available for a number of years with 

significant deployment in private and public sector fleets, there are no known examples of 

these vehicles in use as WAV taxis.  

*** Recommendations have been referenced by letter in the main body of the report. The 

Recommended ULEV Taxi Strategy for South East Wales, reported in Section 10, combines 

these recommendations into a single numbered list including links to the individual 

recommendations.  
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4.2 Ultra-Low Emission Vehicle Availability  

Cenex has reviewed the available ULEV models and highlighted those which may be suitable 

alternatives for popular taxi models. The vehicles are categorised into the relevant vehicle 

segments excluding mini/small cars, luxury cars and sports cars as well as models costing 

more than £65,000 after plug-in grant. SUVs have only been reviewed where no other suitable 

alternative exists. Figure 4 shows the estimated number of ULEV models available in the UK in 

2019 (correct at the time of writing).  

  
Figure 4 – Expected Number of ULEV Models Available in 2019  

We estimate there will be 26 ULEV models (excluding variants of the same model with different 

battery capacities or drivetrain configurations, inclusion of which increases the total models to 

around 34) available to purchase in the UK by the end of 2019 that are deemed suitable for 

use as taxis. Of these models there is an approximate 50/50 split of BEV and PHEV. The 

models highlighted above in Figure 4 are listed below in Table 19.  

Vehicle Segment  
Vehicle Make and Model 

(BEV)  
Vehicle Make and Model 

(PHEV/REEV)  

Medium Car  

Hyundai Ioniq  
Hyundai Kona  

Kia e-Niro  
Kia Soul  

Nissan Leaf  
Volkswagen e-Golf  

Hyundai Ioniq  
Kia Niro  

Mini Countrymen  
Toyota Prius  

Volkswagen Golf GTE  

Large Car  Tesla Model 3  

BMW 330e  
Kia Optima  

Mercedes-Benz C-Class 

Volkswagen Passat  

Executive   
Jaguar I-Pace  

Mercedes-Benz EQC 400  
Tesla Model S  

BMW 530e  
Mercedes-Benz E-Class   

Volvo V90  
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MPV  
Nissan e-NV200 (5 and 

7seater)  
BYD e-6 (5-seater)  

BMW 225xe (5-seater)  

Purpose-built hackney carriage  Dynamo Nissan e-NV200  LEVC TX  
Table 19 – ULEV Models Available in 2019  

Basic technical specifications are provided for the vehicles highlighted above in bold in 

Table 35, which can be found in Appendix D. A further 37 BEV model variants have also been 

announced and are expected to be on the market by 2022, details of these vehicles can be 

found on Electric Vehicle Database14.  

Recommendation;  

b) Local authorities or a combined transport authority must ensure that any revised 
licensing policy is conditional on the availability of an adequate number of suitable 
ULEV models that meet the needs of the trade and market.   

Justification;   

Cenex recommends that as a minimum at least three models suitable for use as taxis should 
be available in each essential vehicle segment and collective sales of these ULEVs should 
account for 5% of new registrations in the previous year (equivalent to around 118,000 
vehicles based on the total number of cars registered in 2018 and less than the UK  
Government’s low scenario from the Road to Zero in 2022). BEVs in each vehicle segment 
must have official ranges of more than 150 miles and PHEVs must have official electric only 
ranges of more than 30 miles. If possible, these capabilities should be validated under 
realworld operating conditions, by an independent organisation or using examples from 
deployment within other fleets.  

Applying conditions relating to the number of available ULEV models and operational 

suitability prior to the introduction of revised licensing standards may alleviate concerns of 

the trade relating to vehicle availability.  

  

Recommendation;   

c) Local authorities or a combined transport authority should approve new ULEV models 
for licensing as they are released (preferably before they are presented for licensing 
by the trade) and review conditions of licensing to ensure they maximise ULEV 
availability. Cenex also recommends that the City Deal Office commissions an 
assessment to determine the required number of WAVs and, if necessary, sets an 
appropriate emissions standard exemption policy. Local authorities or a combined 
transport authority should create and regularly update a list of approved and future 
ULEVs and make this available to the trade.    

Justification;   

UK Government best practice15 dictates that local licensing authorities should specify as 

many different types of vehicle as possible. Furthermore, as vehicle availability is dictated by 

the wider passenger car market, Cenex suggests that the composition of the taxi fleet will 

need to change to accommodate ULEVs (such as the popularity of smaller models, 

decreasing popularity of MPVs and shift towards crossover SUVs).  
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14 https://ev-database.uk/  

15 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/taxi-and-private-hire-vehicle-licensing-best-practice-guidance  

https://ev-database.uk/
https://ev-database.uk/
https://ev-database.uk/
https://ev-database.uk/
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/taxi-and-private-hire-vehicle-licensing-best-practice-guidance
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/taxi-and-private-hire-vehicle-licensing-best-practice-guidance
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https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/taxi-and-private-hire-vehicle-licensing-best-practice-guidance
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4.3 Case Studies – Deployment of Ultra-Low Emission Vehicles in Taxi Fleets  

Table 20 shows a selection of case studies focused on fleet operators that have successfully 

deployed ULEVs, these case studies cover both hackney carriage and private hire operations.  

DG Cars - Nottingham  

  

Source: dgcars.co.uk  

DG Cars operate close to 1,000 cars, around 
150 of which they own, making it one of the 
largest private hire fleets in the UK.   

DG Cars acquired six Nissan Leaf vehicles in 

2014 followed by an additional six in 2018 

and is working with Nottingham City Council 

to install six rapid chargers at its site for use 

by its drivers and the public. Following 

installation of the charging hub DG Cars plan 

to expand their fleet and have interest in new 

models such as the Kia e-Niro and Tesla / 

Jaguar I-Pace for the executive operation.  

rentE cars – Birmingham   

  

Source: twitter.com/rentecars  

rentE cars, based at the Tyseley Energy 
Park, has a fleet of approximately 20 BYD e6 
vehicles and offer an all-inclusive electric car 
rental scheme aimed at local Uber drivers.  

Vehicles are fully licensed and are available 

from just £5 per hour or £150 per week. Cars 

are charged to at least 80% prior to pick up 

by onsite rapid chargers and rentE covers 

the electricity costs.  

C&C Taxis – St Austell  

  

Source: twitter.com/candctaxis  

C&C Taxis introduced its first 24 kWh Nissan 
Leaf in 2013 which went on to cover 174,000 
miles. Due to the success of the first vehicle 
the entire fleet of 14 vehicles was transitioned 
from diesel to battery electric in 2017.  

In 2018 the company became one of the first 

to add the new 40 kWh Nissan Leaf to its 

business with the reduced running costs 

deemed a key factor in the company’s 

ongoing success. C&C Taxis have also 

recently tested the latest Hyundai Ioniq.  
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Fulham Cab Company - London  

  

Source: levc.com  

Fulham Cab Company took delivery of its 
first LEVC TX in March 2018 and has since 
increased its fleet to 71 vehicles making it 
the largest fleet in London and the UK.  

Increased demand from the drivers has been 

a major factor in increasing the uptake, as 

such the LEVC TX now outnumber diesel 

taxis on the fleet.    

Table 20 - Case Studies of ULEV Taxi Deployment  

  

5 Current Business Case for Ultra-Low Emission Taxi Vehicles  

 Key Findings  

•  This section presents a detailed breakdown of the ownership and running cost of 

ULEVs in each vehicle segment based on independent data. This information has 

been used to quantify potential financial incentives and to highlight the conditions 

required to improve the business case.  

•  Under the average ownership conditions (24,700 miles per year, seven year 

ownership period) there is already a strong business case for the adoption of BEVs in 

all segments except for the executive car segment.  

•  Savings in total cost of ownership for BEVs of between £3,000 and £14,000 are 

possible, this is primarily due to reduced fuel costs which can be up to 60% lower. In 

most cases this means that the although the plug-in grant reduces the purchase cost it 

is not required to achieve parity in total cost of ownership compared to a diesel.  

•  PHEVs are only economically suitable for low mileage users with extended ownership 

periods. REEVs require comparatively high annual mileages (>30,000 miles), high 

ownership periods (>six years) and need to be charged twice daily to achieve total 

cost of ownership parity.  

•  Further work is suggested to quantify the effectiveness of different levels and methods 

of implementing financial incentives. As cost savings are dependent on how a vehicle 

is used Cenex recommends developing an online tool to provide drivers and vehicle 

proprietors with a bespoke total cost of ownership analysis.  

  

This section reports on the current business case for ULEVs in each vehicle segment. This 

analysis primarily utilises an in-house calculation tool to provide a detailed breakdown of 

ownership costs based on the understanding of the current fleet and inputs developed in 

Section 3.   

Differences between the total cost of ownership of ULEVs and their diesel equivalents have 

been used to quantify potential financial incentives. Revised ownership conditions and models 

are also presented.  
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5.1 Total Cost of Ownership  

 5.1.1  Methodology, assumptions and limitations  

To assess the total cost of ownership of ULEVs in each vehicle segment Cenex utilise an 

inhouse spreadsheet model which, where possible, is based on independent vehicle test and 

cost data supplemented with industry consultation (e.g. interviews with vehicle suppliers, fuel 

suppliers and fleet operators). As such the results are based on best available data at the time. 

Real-world test data is currently not available for ULEVs in all vehicle segments/types. Any 

additional assumptions that have been made have been highlighted.  

The model is based on the outright purchase of a new vehicle compared to an equivalent Euro  

6 diesel vehicle. Purchase of a new vehicle is likely to be a barrier to adoption for all 

technologies due to the high upfront capital cost. Alternatives to outright purchase and vehicle 

ownership are discussed in Section 6.  

The average fleet annual mileage of 24,700 miles, average ownership period of seven years, 

vehicle segment fuel consumption and assigned duty cycle have been used as the primary 

inputs to the tool. Table 21 shows the main data sources used to calculate the total cost of 

ownership. All prices shown include VAT, this is likely most relevant to driver owners who are 

not typically VAT registered.  

Parameter  Data Source  

Vehicle purchase, 
resale, service,  

maintenance and 

repair costs  

Fleet News – Car running cost tool14  

Energy and Fuel 

Consumption  

  

Diesel/Petrol/Hybrid – Emissions Analytics real-world testing15  

ULEVs – Cenex real-world testing16  

  

Fuel Prices  

  

AA fuel price reports17 - average of last 12 months  

UK Government domestic energy price statistics18  

Diesel = £1.32 per litre, Petrol = £1.26 per litre,  Electricity 
= £0.16 per kWh   

  
Table 21 - Total Cost of Ownership Model Data Sources  

Plug-in hybrid vehicles can operate in at least two modes: charge depleting (electric only 

mode) and charge sustaining (operating as a conventional hybrid). There is currently a lack of 

real-world test data for the latest generation of PHEVs, specifically quantification of the energy 

consumption in each mode. We have assumed that PHEVs have the same fuel consumption 

as petrol equivalents when operating in charge sustaining mode. There is anecdotal evidence 

                                            

14
 https://www.fleetnews.co.uk/car-running-costs-calculator  

15
 https://www.emissionsanalytics.com/  

16
 https://www.cenex.co.uk/innovation/business-case-development/  

17
 http://www.theaa.com/motoring_advice/fuel/   

18
 https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/annual-domestic-energy-price-statistics  

https://www.fleetnews.co.uk/car-running-costs-calculator
https://www.fleetnews.co.uk/car-running-costs-calculator
https://www.fleetnews.co.uk/car-running-costs-calculator
https://www.fleetnews.co.uk/car-running-costs-calculator
https://www.fleetnews.co.uk/car-running-costs-calculator
https://www.fleetnews.co.uk/car-running-costs-calculator
https://www.fleetnews.co.uk/car-running-costs-calculator
https://www.fleetnews.co.uk/car-running-costs-calculator
https://www.emissionsanalytics.com/
https://www.emissionsanalytics.com/
https://www.cenex.co.uk/innovation/business-case-development/
https://www.cenex.co.uk/innovation/business-case-development/
https://www.cenex.co.uk/innovation/business-case-development/
https://www.cenex.co.uk/innovation/business-case-development/
https://www.cenex.co.uk/innovation/business-case-development/
https://www.cenex.co.uk/innovation/business-case-development/
http://www.theaa.com/motoring_advice/fuel/
http://www.theaa.com/motoring_advice/fuel/
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/annual-domestic-energy-price-statistics
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/annual-domestic-energy-price-statistics
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/annual-domestic-energy-price-statistics
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/annual-domestic-energy-price-statistics
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/annual-domestic-energy-price-statistics
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/annual-domestic-energy-price-statistics
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/annual-domestic-energy-price-statistics
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/annual-domestic-energy-price-statistics
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/annual-domestic-energy-price-statistics
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/annual-domestic-energy-price-statistics
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/annual-domestic-energy-price-statistics
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/annual-domestic-energy-price-statistics
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/annual-domestic-energy-price-statistics
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/annual-domestic-energy-price-statistics
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that PHEVs developed from existing hybrid models (e.g. Toyota Prius) can achieve lower petrol 

consumption but this has not been proven. It is therefore expected that petrol  

consumption in these models represents the worst case. However, we have also assumed that 

PHEVs are fully charged overnight and once during the day. This highlights the challenges 

associated with the deployment of PHEVs and they need to be carefully matched to the duty 

cycle to maximise both economic and environmental benefits. Drivers may also need to be 

trained and reminded to plug the vehicle in and operate them on electric power as much as 

possible.  

    

  
 5.1.2  Total Cost of Ownership Results  

Figure 5 to Figure 9 show the total cost of ownership for each of the main vehicle segments in 

descending order of total number of vehicles followed by the key conclusions in each case. 

The total cost of ownership is broken down into vehicle depreciation costs (encompassing the 

purchase cost, plug-in grant and resale value at the end of the ownership period – each of 

these individual costs are shown on the relevant data label), fuel costs, maintenance costs and 

vehicle tax.  

Large cars  
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Figure 5 - Total Cost of Ownership; Large Car  

• PHEV large cars are currently economically challenging for the following reasons:  

o Vehicles are no longer eligible for the plug-in grant which exacerbates the 

increase in purchase cost (£7,500), this difference is reduced to less than £6,000 

at the end of ownership due to stronger residual values  

o Fuel cost savings are not possible because of the assumed significant proportion 

of petrol usage (over 50%) and reduced efficiency in charge sustaining mode 

compared to an equivalent petrol or diesel vehicle  

• As the cost of batteries decreases and the efficiency of PHEVs increases, leading to 

increased electric only ranges, the economic case is expected to improve  

• BEV large cars are only recently coming to market but appear economically viable for 

the following reasons:  

o The Tesla Model 3 has very strong predicted residual values (retaining 29% of its 

value after seven years) and benefits from the £3,500 plug-in grant  

o Despite increased maintenance costs and road tax (as the list price is over 

£40,000) significant savings in running costs are possible. Fuel costs are reduced 

by £8,100 over the life of the vehicle with weekly fuel costs of £34 compared to 

£57 for a Euro 6 diesel  

    

Medium cars  
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Figure 6 - Total Cost of Ownership; Medium Car  

• PHEV medium cars are currently economically challenging due to the reasons stated 

above for large cars  

• Standard and long-range BEV medium cars are economically viable for the following 

reasons:  

o Fuel costs are reduced by £9,700 over the life of the vehicle with weekly fuel 

costs of £26 compared to £53 for a Euro 6 diesel. This saving alone more than 

offsets the increased vehicle ownership costs. BEV medium cars also benefit 

from lower road tax which is £0 per year  

o In this case the plug-in grant improves the total cost of ownership savings, 

although cost parity is possible without it  

    

Medium Vans  
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Figure 7 - Total Cost of Ownership; WAV Medium Van (Hackney Carriage Specification)  

• REEV medium vans are currently economically viable for the following reasons:  

o The plug-in taxi grant of £7,500 and assumed residual values reduce the 

difference in depreciation costs compared to diesel to £15,500 compared to the  

£26,000 increase in purchase cost o When charged twice per day (LEVC TX 

has DC rapid charge capability unlike standard PHEVs) total running costs are 

reduced by £17,200 over the life of the vehicle with weekly fuel costs of £38 

compared to £80 for a Euro 6 diesel  

• There is a strong economic case for BEV medium vans for the following reasons:  

o Despite poor residual values and large depreciation costs BEV medium vans 

offer some of the largest savings in running costs compared to Euro 6 diesel   

o Total running costs are reduced by around £22,600 over the life of the vehicle 

with weekly fuel costs of £30 compared to £80 for a Euro 6 diesel. Owing to the 

comparatively high diesel consumption of this vehicle segment this is the largest 

saving in fuel costs of all vehicle types studied  

o Service, maintenance and repair cost reductions are also high for BEV medium 

vans with a 43% reduction saving a total of £2,770 over the life of the vehicle and 

a further saving of £1,725 in vehicle tax  

    

Executive Cars  
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Figure 8 - Total Cost of Ownership; Executive Car  

• PHEV executive cars are currently economically challenging due to the reasons stated 

above for medium and large cars  

• Executive cars are currently the only segment where BEVs are economically 

challenging, this is mainly due to increased initial purchase costs resulting in the highest 

difference in depreciation costs of any vehicle segment studied  

  

Small Vans / MPVs  

  
Figure 9 - Total Cost of Ownership; Small Van / MPV  

• There is a strong economic case for BEV small vans for the reasons stated above for 

medium vans  
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5.2 Required Financial Incentives for Upfront Purchase of New Vehicle  

Table 22 summarises the difference in both upfront purchase cost and total cost of ownership 

for each ULEV studied compared to its equivalent Euro 6 diesel baseline vehicle. The results 

have been normalised to show an equivalent annual financial incentive that would be required 

to achieve total cost of ownership parity based on the current economic conditions. This data is 

intended to demonstrate what level of financial support may be required to encourage uptake 

of ULEVs in all vehicle categories.   

Ultra-Low Emission 

Vehicle Type  

Difference in  
Upfront Purchase  

Cost  (£)  

Difference in Total  
Cost of Ownership 

vs. Euro 6 Diesel  

(£)  

Equivalent Annual  
Financial Incentive 

Required  
(£)  

Executive - BEV  £29,550  £14,326  £2,047  

Executive - PHEV  £9,590  £10,847  £1,550  

Medium Car - PHEV  £10,025  £8,136  £1,162  

Executive - BEV (SUV)  £26,240  £8,002  £1,143  

Large Car- PHEV  £7,670  £7,222  £1,032  

Medium Van - REEV  £18,944  -£1,737  -  

Large Car - BEV  £11,280  -£3,356  -  

Medium Car - BEV+ (SUV)  £10,895  -£3,562  -  

Medium Car - BEV  £7,195  -£5,190  -  

Small Van - BEV  £7,680  -£8,914  -  

Medium Van - BEV  £8,340  -£14,241  -  

Table 22 - Required Financial Incentive to Achieve Parity in Total Cost of Ownership  

ULEVs in the medium and large car segments, which account for 52% of the total number of 

vehicles, currently cost between £7,000 to £11,000 more to purchase than their direct 

equivalent. Where there is a total cost of ownership increase compared to an equivalent diesel 

vehicle the cost increase is also between £7,000 to £14,000, equivalent to an annual difference 

of £1,000 to £2,000. Compared to financial incentives offered by other local authorities, as 

discussed in Section 8.1, these values remain quite high. However, there is currently little 

evidence of the effectiveness of different levels of incentive.   

There are two further points to note regarding the financial incentives described above.  

• Firstly, except for the executive car segment, all BEVs provide a total cost of ownership 

saving so do not need a financial incentive to be economically viable over the life of the 

vehicle. However, as upfront purchase cost may still act as a barrier to uptake, Cenex 

recommends that BEVs should be the focus of financial incentives in the short term (e.g.  

next 5 years). This is important to ensure potential emissions reductions are achieved  

• Again except for the executive car segment, all vehicle segments have at least one 

ULEV option that offers savings in total cost of ownership   

There are several mechanisms by which such financial incentives could be introduced. The  
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Low Emission Taxi Guide19 produced by the Low Carbon Vehicle Partnership and Energy 

Saving Trust summarises the following measures, specific examples of these measures are 

detailed in Section 8.1.  

  
• Subsidised/waived licensing or vehicle test fees  

• Interest free loans or grants to purchase ULEVs  

• Reduced/free electric vehicle charging or parking  

• Subsidised/waived fees at private taxi ranks (e.g. train stations)  • Taxi delicensing 

scheme  

Recommendation;   

d) The CCR City Deal Office should commission further work to quantify the effectiveness 
of different levels and methods of implementing financial incentives. This should 
include modelling to determine the economically rational incentive levels, as well as 
trade engagement and a review of schemes in other parts of the UK to assess 

whether higher incentives are required to overcome market inertia.  

Justification;   

An independent assessment of how successful financial incentives have been in increasing 

the uptake in ULEVs will ensure maximum value for money if applying for funding to cover 

such measures.  

  

 5.2.1  Ownership and Usage Sensitivity Analysis  

The total cost of ownership analysis presented in Section 5.1 shows the economic case for 

ULEV taxis based on average ownership conditions (annual mileages and ownership periods). 

However, it is important to quantify the diverse range of ownership conditions that may be 

present across the fleet. This information is useful for local authorities to accurately assess the 

economic suitability of ULEVs prior to introducing revised vehicle age and emissions 

standards, and the taxi trade, that require accurate cost information to make informed 

procurement decisions specific to their operation.  

This section shows the difference in total cost of ownership for ULEVs compared to Euro 6 

diesel divided by the total ownership period, thereby representing an equivalent annual 

difference in total cost of ownership. Data is presented for different annual mileages on a 

regional duty cycle which represents the worst-case scenario (i.e. the smallest energy 

consumption improvement for electrified vehicles vs. diesel). Where appropriate alternative 

scenarios are presented across a subset of ownership conditions to demonstrate the 

conditions required for current ULEVs to be economically suitable. Due to relatively high 

average annual mileages we have assumed that PHEVs / REEVs must be charged twice daily 

to be economically viable. If this is not possible due a lack of charging infrastructure or driver 

behaviour any savings presented below may be not be achievable in actual usage.   

Figure 10 to Figure 14 show look up tables for each vehicle segment where green values = 

lower TCO, amber values = higher TCO and red values = higher TCO in all cases studied.  

 Annual Mileage (miles)  Annual Mileage (miles)  

                                            

19
 https://www.lowcvp.org.uk/projects/passenger-car-working-group/LET.htm  

https://www.lowcvp.org.uk/projects/passenger-car-working-group/LET.htm
https://www.lowcvp.org.uk/projects/passenger-car-working-group/LET.htm
https://www.lowcvp.org.uk/projects/passenger-car-working-group/LET.htm
https://www.lowcvp.org.uk/projects/passenger-car-working-group/LET.htm
https://www.lowcvp.org.uk/projects/passenger-car-working-group/LET.htm
https://www.lowcvp.org.uk/projects/passenger-car-working-group/LET.htm
https://www.lowcvp.org.uk/projects/passenger-car-working-group/LET.htm
https://www.lowcvp.org.uk/projects/passenger-car-working-group/LET.htm
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 Ownership  
Period  
(Years) 

10,000 20,000 30,000 40,000 
 Ownership  

Period  
(Years) 

10,000 20,000 30,000 40,000 
 

 4 £1,063 £1,473 £1,915 £2,333  4 -£1,657 -£1,083 -£1,010 -£1,109  

 6 £556 £934 £1,360 £1,769  6 -£871 -£519 -£575 -£763  

 8 £354 £709 £1,125 £1,527  8 -£623 -£431 -£571 -£813  

 10 £231 £574 £983 £1,381  10 -£501 -£421 -£614 -£890  

 Large Car - PHEV (Rural) Large Car - BEV (Rural) 

 Key Points 

 Annual Mileage (miles)  • PHEVs used for rural duties offer savings in fuel costs at  

 Ownership  
Period  
(Years) 

10,000 20,000 30,000 40,000 
 low annual mileages, however it is not possible to offset 

the increased depreciation cost under any conditions 
• PHEVs used for urban duties doing 10,000 miles per  

 4      year and owned for >8 years can acheive TCO parity 

 6 £184 £621    • Strong predicted residual values ensure that BEV large 

cars are economically viable under all conditions 

 8 -£18 £397   

10 -£140 £261   

 Large Car - PHEV (Urban)   

Figure 10 - Equivalent Annual Difference in Total Cost of Ownership; Large Car  

 Annual Mileage (miles)  Annual Mileage (miles)  

 Ownership  
Period  
(Years) 

10,000 20,000 30,000 40,000 
 Ownership  

Period  
(Years) 

10,000 20,000 30,000 40,000 
 

 4 £383 £1,279 £1,841 £2,297  4 £327 -£105 -£626 -£1,177  

 6 £364 £1,028 £1,487 £1,881  6 £185 -£353 -£924 -£1,506  

 8 £299 £874 £1,290 £1,659  8 £3 -£559 -£1,142 -£1,732  

 10 £242 £763 £1,154 £1,507  10 -£119 -£694 -£1,284 -£1,878  

 Medium Car - PHEV (Rural) Medium Car - BEV (Rural) 

 Key Points 

 Annual Mileage (miles)  • PHEVs used for rural duties offer savings in fuel costs at  

 Ownership  
Period  
(Years) 

10,000 20,000 30,000 40,000 
 low annual mileages, however it is not possible to offset 

the increased depreciation cost under any conditions 
• PHEVs used for urban duties doing 10,000 miles per  

 4      year and owned for >8 years can acheive TCO parity 

 6 £30 £844    • BEV medium cars are economically viable for vehicles 

doing more than 18,000 miles per year, at this point fuel 

costs are half that of a diesel vehicle  8 -£34 £690   

10 -£91 £578   
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 Medium Car - PHEV (Urban)   

Figure 11 - Equivalent Annual Difference in Total Cost of Ownership; Medium Car*  

There is little independent real-world test data on the latest generation of plug-in hybrids in the 

medium car segment (including the Toyota Prius PHEV and Hyundai Ioniq PHEV). Unlike 

previous generation plug in-hybrid vehicles, which were typically based on an existing platform, 

both vehicles are designed to maximise efficiency (through features such as gasoline direct 

injection, variable valve timing, Atkinson cycle engines with increased thermal efficiency, low 

coefficient of drag and lightweight materials). Anecdotal evidence suggests that conventional 

hybrid versions of these vehicles can achieve, on average 55mpg20. Both vehicles have official 

electric only ranges of at least 30 miles and can operate in EV mode at motorway speeds. 

Under these, albeit unverified conditions, these vehicles would be economically viable for all 

urban vehicles owned for six years or more.  

  
 

 Annual Mileage (miles)  Annual Mileage (miles)  

 Ownership  
Period  
(Years) 

10,000 20,000 30,000 40,000 
 Ownership  

Period  
(Years) 

10,000 20,000 30,000 40,000 
 

 4 £1,813 £1,115 £448 £639  4 £320 -£605 -£1,754 -£2,900  

 6 £1,173 £345 -£389 -£242  6 -£307 -£1,322 -£2,448 -£3,607  

 8 £827 -£38 -£793 -£659  8 -£576 -£1,636 -£2,782 -£3,954  
10 £532 -£354 -£1,119 -£992 10 -£734 -£1,822 -£2,982 -£4,161 

 Medium Van - REEV (Rural) Medium Van - BEV (Rural) 
Key Points • Due to the high initial purchase cost REEVs 

require comparatively high annual mileages (>30,000 miles) and  
ownership periods (>6 years) to acheive TCO savings, for the average usage these savings are only 

possible if the vehicle is charged twice daily • As medium vans have the highest diesel fuel consumption of 

any vehicle segment studied BEV medium vans offer significant fuel savings and therefore offer large 

savings in TCO in nearly all usage cases 

Figure 12 - Equivalent Annual Difference in Total Cost of Ownership; Medium Van  

 Annual Mileage (miles)  Annual Mileage (miles)   

 Ownership  
Period  
(Years) 

10,000 20,000 30,000 40,000 
 Ownership  

Period  
(Years) 

10,000 20,000 30,000 
 

40,000  

 4 £1,429 £1,970 £2,493 £2,979  4 £757 £1,470 £1,605  £1,536  

 6 £1,201 £1,489 £1,919 £2,355  6 £1,466 £1,470 £1,286  £1,024  

 8 £939 £1,193 £1,610 £2,040  8 £1,287 £1,107 £833  £512  

 10 £745 £995 £1,411 £1,839  10 £1,108 £841 £523  £174  

Executive Car - PHEV (Rural) Executive Car - BEV (Rural)  

                                            

20
 https://www.spritmonitor.de/en/overview/49-Toyota/439-Prius.html?fueltype=2&powerunit=2  

https://www.spritmonitor.de/en/overview/49-Toyota/439-Prius.html?fueltype=2&powerunit=2
https://www.spritmonitor.de/en/overview/49-Toyota/439-Prius.html?fueltype=2&powerunit=2
https://www.spritmonitor.de/en/overview/49-Toyota/439-Prius.html?fueltype=2&powerunit=2
https://www.spritmonitor.de/en/overview/49-Toyota/439-Prius.html?fueltype=2&powerunit=2
https://www.spritmonitor.de/en/overview/49-Toyota/439-Prius.html?fueltype=2&powerunit=2
https://www.spritmonitor.de/en/overview/49-Toyota/439-Prius.html?fueltype=2&powerunit=2
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Key Points 
• PHEVs used for rural duties offer savings in fuel costs 

at low annual mileages, however it is not possible to 

offset the increased depreciation cost. PHEVs are also 

not viable in urban duties 

   

Annual Mileage (miles)   

 Ownership  
Period  
(Years) 

10,000 20,000 30,000 
 

40,000 
 

• BEV exec cars are not economically viable in rural duties   4     £9  

under any conditions. Despite costing an additional ~£26k   6   £141  -£503  

to purchase, high residual values and low fuels costs 

ensure that TCO savings are possible in urban duties 

with  

 8  £344 -£313  -£1,014  

10  £78 -£622  -£1,353 

annual mileages >30,000  Executive Car - BEV (Urban)  

Figure 13 - Equivalent Annual Difference in Total Cost of Ownership; Executive Car  

 

 Annual Mileage (miles)  

 Ownership  
Period  
(Years) 

10,000 20,000 30,000 40,000 
 

 4 £1,166 £55 -£921 -£1,860  

 6 £360 -£638 -£1,569 -£2,482  

 8 -£7 -£973 -£1,891 -£2,797  
10 -£220 -£1,168 -£2,080 -£2,982 

Small Van - BEV (Rural) 
Key Points 
• BEV small van offer significant savings in 

all running costs (particularly fuel and maintenance) 
• As such savings in TCO are possible for all 

rural vehicles doing >21,000 miles per year and 

nearly all conditions studied for vehicles operating in 

urban environments 
 

Figure 14 - Equivalent Annual Difference in Total Cost of Ownership; Small Van  

  

Recommendation;   

e) The CCR City Deal Office should develop an online tool to provide drivers and vehicle 
proprietors with a bespoke total cost of ownership analysis by entering their annual 
mileage, fuel consumption, driving type and preferred ownership conditions.  

Justification;   

Providing simple and transparent information regarding purchase costs, running costs and 

potential resale values allows vehicle proprietors to make informed procurement decisions 

and drivers to understand potential savings in running costs.  
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6 Alternatives to Buying Outright and Vehicle Ownership  

 Key Findings  

•  The increase in purchase cost associated with current ULEVs is highly likely to remain 

a barrier to adoption. Vehicle proprietors will therefore need to consider alternatives to 

buying outright and owning vehicles.  

•  The number of used electric vehicles has grown by 27% since 2017 with the growing 

demand resulting in improved residual values and average used values increasing by 

14% between May 2018 and 2019.  

•  After three years at 10,000 miles per year the cost premium for a used ULEV vs. 

diesel is predicted to reduce by 52%. The CCR City Deal Office should work with local 

authority licensing officers to implement a suite of measures to grow the used market 

for ULEVs   

•  To increase the uptake of ULEVs in vehicle segments with constrained vehicle supply 

(e.g. medium and small vans including WAVs) local authorities are increasingly 

establishing new partnerships or managing their own bespoke ownership models. As 

an example, Birmingham City Council has been awarded £2.75m from the UK 

Government’s Clean Air Fund to establish a council-run purpose built hackney 

carriage vehicle leasing and trial scheme.   

•  The CCR City Deal Office and local authority licensing officers should facilitate 

opportunities for short term test drives, investigate the feasibility of procuring a small 

demonstration fleet of ULEVs to be licensed for region wide trials and investigate 

whether it is necessary to establish alternative local authority managed business 

models to increase uptake of ULEV purpose-built hackney carriages and other WAVs.  

  

Previous research by Cenex found that up to 80% of purpose-built hackney carriages in 

Nottingham and Oxford are acquired second hand with less than 40% of proprietors using 

finance (citing reasons from difficulty accessing finance due to credit history through to 

compliance with religious beliefs). At least 50% of respondents also intended to own their next 

vehicle with less than 16% considering leasing as an alternative. Due to the increase in 

purchase cost associated with current ULEVs it is highly likely that vehicle proprietors will need 

to consider alternatives to buying outright and owning vehicles.  

 6.1.1  Used Car Market Status  

In 2018 there were 7.94m transactions on the UK used car market compared to 2.36m new car 

registrations with demand for used hybrid, plug-in hybrid and electric vehicles continuing to 

grow, increasing by 30.7% in Q1 201921. According to Cap HPI the number of used electric 

vehicles has grown by 27% since 2017 with the growing demand resulting in improved residual 

values (including examples of smaller vehicles appreciating under certain conditions) and 

average used values increasing by 14% between May 2018 and 201922.  

As such, we expect that, combined with a lower cost of entry, the availability of used ULEVs 

could play an important role in increasing the uptake of such vehicles. To assess the impact on 

                                            

21
 https://www.smmt.co.uk/2019/05/uk-used-car-market-stable-in-q1-with-more-than-2-million-transactions-as-afv-

growthcontinues/  

22
 https://www.fleetnews.co.uk/news/car-industry-news/2019/05/07/used-ev-volumes-grow-says-cap-hpi  

https://www.smmt.co.uk/2019/05/uk-used-car-market-stable-in-q1-with-more-than-2-million-transactions-as-afv-growth-continues/
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purchase cost Cenex has calculated the predicted residual value, using the FleetNews car 

running cost tool, of each vehicle listed in Section 4.2 after three years at 10,000 miles per  

  
year. This will allow comparison of the equivalent of buying a 2017 Euro 6 diesel in 2020 and 

buying a 2019 ULEV in 2022. Table 23 shows the predicted residual values by vehicle 

segment. Purchase costs for new vehicles include the relevant plug-in grant. This data is 

dependent on several market factors such as vehicle supply, introduction of CAZs etc. and is 

therefore indicative only. It is intended to demonstrate the following:  

• The cost of purchasing outright a new vs. used vehicle for all fuel types including diesel  

• Difference in purchasing a used ULEV vs. a used diesel vehicle (where red values 

represent a larger difference in purchase cost and green values represent a smaller 

difference in purchase cost)  

Cenex has not assessed the absolute affordability of these options compared to income or 

other financial measures.  

Vehicle  
Segment  

Example Model  Fuel Type  
Purchase  

Cost  
(New)  

Purchase  
Cost  

(Used)  

Difference 
in  

Purchase 
Cost vs.  
Diesel  
(New)  

Difference 
in  

Purchase 
Cost vs.  
Diesel  
(Used)  

Large Car  

Volkswagen Passat  Diesel  £27,620  £9,508  -  -  

Kia Optima 

Sportswagon  
PHEV  £35,290  £11,563  £7,670  £2,055  

Tesla Model 3  BEV  £38,900  £27,998  £11,280  £18,490  

Medium Car  

Skoda Octavia  Diesel  £22,045  £8,128  -  -  

Toyota Prius  PHEV  £32,070  £16,249  £10,025  £8,121  

Nissan Leaf  BEV  £29,240  £11,631  £7,195  £3,503  

Kia e-Niro  BEV+  £32,940  £13,883  £10,895  £5,755  

Medium  
Van  
(Purpose  
Built  
Hackney  
Carriage)  

Ford Tourneo 

Custom Procab  
Diesel  £36,655  £11,728  -  -  

LEVC TX  REEV  £55,599  £20,188  £18,944  £8,461  

Nissan e-NV200 

Dynamo  
BEV  £44,995  £12,153  £8,340  £425  

Executive 

Car  

Mercedes-Benz  E-

Class  
Diesel  £40,200  £18,317  -  -  

Mercedes-Benz  E-

Class  
PHEV  £49,790  £22,001  £9,590  £3,684  

Tesla Model S  BEV  £69,750  £44,173  £29,550  £25,856  

Jaguar I-Pace  BEV  £66,440  £45,216  £26,240  £26,899  

Small Van /  
MVP  

Peugeot Rifter  Diesel  £22,900  £9,429  -  -  

Nissan e-NV200  BEV  £30,580  £7,890  £7,680  -£1,540  
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Table 23 - Predicted Residual Values for ULEVs (Three years old, 30,000 miles)  

• With the exception of the Tesla Model 3 and Jaguar I-Pace (which due to strong 

residual values increase in value relative to diesel) and the Nissan e-NV200 (which is 

currently predicted to be cheaper to purchase used relative to diesel) all ULEVs show a 

significant reduction in the purchase cost premium when purchased used instead of 

new. On average the purchase cost premium for used ULEVs vs. diesel reduces by 

52%  

• In absolute terms the purchase cost of a Euro 6 diesel reduces from between £22,000 

and £40,000 for a new vehicle to between £8,000 and £18,000 for a used vehicle. 

Excluding the Tesla Model 3, Tesla Model S and Jaguar I-Pace the increase in 

purchase cost for a ULEV reduces from between £7,000 to £19,000 for a new vehicle to 

between a reduction of £1,500 to an increase of £8,500 for a used vehicle. On average 

a used ULEV is predicted to cost ~£3,800 more than an equivalent used diesel vehicle  

Recommendation;   

f) The CCR City Deal Office should work with local authority licensing officers to 
implement a suite of measures to grow the used market for ULEVs. These should 
include contacting large fleets or leasing companies to secure a future supply of 
ULEVs, creating mechanisms for retaining ULEVs within the fleet following initial 
deployment and ensuring that age limits for new vehicles do not unduly exclude 
ULEVs (separating age limits from emissions standards).  

Justification;   

A strong used car market for ULEVs will, on average, reduce the purchase cost premium for 

ULEVs by 52% compared to an equivalent diesel vehicle. In absolute terms it is predicted 

that the average purchase cost of a used ULEV in 2022 (excluding premium executive 

vehicles) will be £15,900. Furthermore, increased demand for ULEVs and improved residual 

values should result in lower lease rates.   

  

 6.1.2  Local Authority Managed Leasing Schemes  

For the previously discussed reasons vehicle proprietors may need to consider alternatives to 

outright purchase and ownership of vehicles. There is an increasing range of ownership 

models, as listed below, which have broadly been categorised by the required level of 

investment and therefore risk to the vehicle user.   

• Outright Purchase – proprietor owns vehicle  o Cash purchase  o Bank loan o 

Finance – Hire Purchase (HP)  

o Finance – Personal Contract Purchase (PCP)  

• Leasing – third party owns vehicle; driver uses specific vehicle for leasing 

period  o Personal Contract Hire (PCH) o Finance – PCP  

• All Inclusive Subscription or Membership – third party owns vehicle(s); driver 

has access to multiple vehicles and pays either a fixed fee or on an pence per 

mile basis  
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A list of independent companies providing alternative ULEV ownership models, including some 

of those discussed above, is available on the Buy, Lease or Subscribe section of the Electric 

Car Home website23.  

  
Traditionally these products have been offered through banks, vehicle suppliers or finance 

providers. We expect that this will remain the case for standard vehicles (e.g. large/medium 

cars) with most vehicle manufacturers providing equivalent finance products for their ULEVs as 

conventional vehicles. However, to increase the uptake of ULEVs in vehicle segments with 

constrained vehicle supply (e.g. medium and small vans including WAVs) local authorities are 

increasingly establishing new partnerships or managing their own bespoke ownership models. 

The following discussion highlights examples of relevant council led schemes with a focus on 

what support and information that local authorities can provide to third parties (such as leasing 

companies) to facilitate the establishment of alternative ownership models.  

In 2018 Cenex interviewed a range of organisations, ranging from investors to specialist ULEV 

leasing companies, to understand the feasibility of establishing a leasing business model for 

purpose built ULEV hackney carriages. Given the bespoke nature of such vehicles and the 

relative maturity compared to established ULEVs this is considered the most challenging 

vehicle segment. As such the learning is deemed most relevant to the medium and small van 

fleets operating in CCR which account for 26% of all vehicles. The primary aim of the research 

was to understand how councils could leverage the following factors to offer vehicle proprietors 

alternative leasing arrangements (compared to an equivalent PCP) at competitive rates whilst 

also de-risking vehicle procurement:  

• Access to purchase cost discounts and ability to combine purchasing power between 

local authorities  

• Access to low interest loans or government funding  

• VAT status – may be able to procure vehicle excluding VAT  

Table 24 shows the key considerations highlighted for establishing a leasing (or alternative) 

business model.  

Consideration   Key Points  

Key factors in 

determining lease rates  

•  

•  

Depreciation cost – influenced by both purchase cost and 
residual value  

Overheads and management costs  

 •  Borrowing rates and credit score of lessees  

Main barriers to leasing 

ULEV wheelchair 

accessible vehicles  

• •  

•  

Uncertainty regarding future residual values  

Personal contract leasing to drivers (increased risk of 
default so difficult to underwrite)  

Customer base, future of trade and investment scale   

 •  Vehicle maturity and quality of conversions  

                                            

23
 https://electriccarhome.co.uk/electric-cars/buy-or-lease-an-electric-car/  

https://electriccarhome.co.uk/electric-cars/buy-or-lease-an-electric-car/
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Information and 

assurances that local 

authorities would need 

to provide to establish a 

partnership with a 

leasing provider  

•  

•  

•  

•  

Guarantees or underwrites if using personal leasing to 
individuals  

Buy back agreement with vehicle suppliers to guarantee 
future residual values  

Provision of adequate charging infrastructure Promotion 

of customer base, suitable timescales for vehicle 

replacement   
Table 24 - Considerations for Establishing a Leasing Business Model for ULEV Wheelchair Accessible Vehicles  

Due to the risk associated with new technology, unknown future residual values and personal 

leasing to drivers a conventional lease model is not an attractive option to existing providers. 

As such it is proposed that local authorities can share this risk by fulfilling one of roles detailed 

below in Table 25.  

Role of Local Authority  
Advantages to Local 

Authority  
Disadvantages to Local 

Authority  

Purchase vehicles from 

supplier then lease vehicles 

to trade via in-house leasing 

provider  

• No external lease 

management fees  

• Capital cost, 
procurement 
regulations  

• Risks – depreciation, 
default on payments  

• Leasing business set 

up and management  

Purchase vehicles from 

supplier then lease vehicles 

to trade via an independent 

leasing provider  

• No leasing business 
set up and 
management  

• Leasing providers 

more likely to engage  

• Capital cost, 
procurement 
regulations  

• Risks – depreciation,  

• Shared risk – default 

on payments  

Independent leasing provider 

purchases vehicles then 

leases them to the trade. 

Local authority provides 

required information and 

assurances to facilitate 

business model  

• Least risk to local 

authority  

• Requires a suitable 

leasing provider that is 

willing to purchase 

vehicles pending 

assurances from local 

authority  

Table 25 - Potential Role of Local Authorities in Establishing a Leasing Business Model for ULEV Wheelchair Accessible 

Vehicles  

Although exclusively focused on purpose built hackney carriage vehicles (e.g. LEVC TX) there 

are early examples of such measures in Coventry (test drives only), Nottingham24 (three 

council owned vehicles, funded by the Clean Air Fund on a trial basis only) and Birmingham25 

(50 council owned vehicles funded by the Clean Air Fund covering a leasing and trial scheme 

as detailed below in Section 6.1.3).  

                                            

24
 https://www.transportnottingham.com/driving/electric-taxi-trial/  

25
 https://www.birmingham.gov.uk/news/article/408/15m_or_39_of_clean_air_fund_support_earmarked_for_taxi_drivers  

https://www.transportnottingham.com/driving/electric-taxi-trial/
https://www.transportnottingham.com/driving/electric-taxi-trial/
https://www.transportnottingham.com/driving/electric-taxi-trial/
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https://www.birmingham.gov.uk/news/article/408/15m_or_39_of_clean_air_fund_support_earmarked_for_taxi_drivers
https://www.birmingham.gov.uk/news/article/408/15m_or_39_of_clean_air_fund_support_earmarked_for_taxi_drivers
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 6.1.3  Case Study – Birmingham City Council  

The UK Government’s Clean Air Fund awarded £14.75m to Birmingham City Council to 

support a range of measures aimed at mitigating the impact of a charging CAZ in 2020 on the 

taxi trade. This included £2.75m to establish a council-run purpose built hackney carriage 

vehicle leasing and trial scheme as detailed in the Clean Air Fund report issued in December 

201826.  

We have summarised the following points from Section 5.3 – M2b: Hackney carriage leasing 

scheme in the Birmingham City Council report. Purpose of scheme  

• Support drivers who are unable to afford vehicle upgrade costs with a focus on those 

nearing retirement who will not complete a full vehicle lifecycle and may be forced to 

retire early  

• Trial scheme aimed at those considering a ULEV but are unconvinced of the potential 

benefits  

Delivery Plan  

• Procurement exercise for both purchase of vehicles and sourcing of a leasing provider 

to manage the scheme using the potential models highlighted in Table 25, this includes 

the possibility of a revenue share between the local authority and leasing provider o 

Option 1 – council purchases the vehicles and lease them to the leasing provider o 

Option 2 – council procure a leasing provider who is responsible for vehicle 

procurement using council provided capital funding  

• Vehicles to be leased on a per day or even per hour basis to accommodate required 

shift patterns  

• 50 vehicles requested at £55,000 each, 10 initially allocated to ‘try-before-you-buy’ trial 

scheme before transferring to the leasing scheme in line with demand  

                                            

26
 Clean Air Fund Report for the Joint Air Quality Unit  

https://birmingham.cmis.uk.com/Birmingham/Document.ashx?czJKcaeAi5tUFL1DTL2UE4zNRBcoShgo=3%2FRYBT0x9z93zXavayb%2Fb9eOisji2nmAcG01ENRShejOZatIHxDqVA%3D%3D&rUzwRPf%2BZ3zd4E7Ikn8Lyw%3D%3D=pwRE6AGJFLDNlh225F5QMaQWCtPHwdhUfCZ%2FLUQzgA2uL5jNRG4jdQ%3D%3D&mCTIbCubSFfXsDGW9IXnlg%3D%3D=hFflUdN3100%3D&kCx1AnS9%2FpWZQ40DXFvdEw%3D%3D=hFflUdN3100%3D&uJovDxwdjMPoYv%2BAJvYtyA%3D%3D=ctNJFf55vVA%3D&FgPlIEJYlotS%2BYGoBi5olA%3D%3D=NHdURQburHA%3D&d9Qjj0ag1Pd993jsyOJqFvmyB7X0CSQK=ctNJFf55vVA%3D&WGewmoAfeNR9xqBux0r1Q8Za60lavYmz=ctNJFf55vVA%3D&WGewmoAfeNQ16B2MHuCpMRKZMwaG1PaO=ctNJFf55vVA%3D
https://birmingham.cmis.uk.com/Birmingham/Document.ashx?czJKcaeAi5tUFL1DTL2UE4zNRBcoShgo=3%2FRYBT0x9z93zXavayb%2Fb9eOisji2nmAcG01ENRShejOZatIHxDqVA%3D%3D&rUzwRPf%2BZ3zd4E7Ikn8Lyw%3D%3D=pwRE6AGJFLDNlh225F5QMaQWCtPHwdhUfCZ%2FLUQzgA2uL5jNRG4jdQ%3D%3D&mCTIbCubSFfXsDGW9IXnlg%3D%3D=hFflUdN3100%3D&kCx1AnS9%2FpWZQ40DXFvdEw%3D%3D=hFflUdN3100%3D&uJovDxwdjMPoYv%2BAJvYtyA%3D%3D=ctNJFf55vVA%3D&FgPlIEJYlotS%2BYGoBi5olA%3D%3D=NHdURQburHA%3D&d9Qjj0ag1Pd993jsyOJqFvmyB7X0CSQK=ctNJFf55vVA%3D&WGewmoAfeNR9xqBux0r1Q8Za60lavYmz=ctNJFf55vVA%3D&WGewmoAfeNQ16B2MHuCpMRKZMwaG1PaO=ctNJFf55vVA%3D
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• Aim for schemes to commence from September 2019, it is anticipated that the vehicles 

will then be sold to the local trade at the end of the scheme in 2025 further increasing 

ULEV uptake  

State aid considerations  

• Issue tender(s) for vehicle procurement and leasing provider (lease arrangement set at 

market rates to avoid market distortion) in compliance with public procurement 

regulations  

• Tender process for vehicle procurement provides opportunities for different 

manufacturers to supply vehicles thereby allowing the market to provide the solution 

which offers best value for money  

• Tender process for both suppliers is a commercial arrangement and therefore the 

‘Market Economic Operator Principle’ applies, the measure is therefore deemed to not 

be classified as state aid  

  
Recommendation;   

g) The CCR City Deal Office, working with local authority licensing officers, should 

facilitate opportunities for short term test drive and ‘try before you buy schemes’ 
across the major vehicle segments discussed in this report. This should include 

resolving potential issues (such as licensing requirements, organising insurance, 
access to charging infrastructure etc.) and providing assurances/incentives to enable 

the trade to participate. The City Deal Office may need to investigate the feasibility of 
procuring a small demonstration fleet of ULEVs to be licensed for region wide trials.   

Justification;   

Vehicle proprietors require hands on experience of operating ULEVs, preferably under 

realworld working conditions, to make informed procurement decisions based on the 

capability of ULEVs to complete their daily duties whilst also meeting the requirements and 

expectations of the driver. Although manufacturers of ‘standard’ vehicles are increasingly 

offering promotional extended test drives (e.g. 48h test drive of Volkswagen e-Golf) this may 

not practically be that useful as it would require the driver to lose two days’ work and they 

may require additional support not supplied by the manufacturer.  
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Recommendation;   

h) The CCR City Deal Office, working with local authority licensing officers, should 
investigate whether it is necessary to establish alternative local authority managed 
business models, such as leasing, to increase uptake of ULEVs in vehicle segments 
with constrained vehicle availability (e.g. purpose-built hackney carriages and other 
WAVs).   

Justification;   

Due to the bespoke nature of these vehicles we anticipate that the timescales for the 

introduction of multiple affordable ULEV models will take longer than for other vehicle 

segments. Rather than exempting these vehicles from emissions standards we suggest that 

the City Deal Office takes a more proactive approach to ensure that wheelchair users are not 

adversely affected and the highest polluting vehicles are replaced on an appropriate 

timescale. Similar measures may be needed for any vehicle segments that are deemed 

essential to market requirements but at the time of ULEV introduction are known to be 

uneconomical (e.g. executive cars at the time of writing). There is a strong case for 

prioritising limited resources towards WAVs rather than executive cars.  

  

    

7 Initial Views from the Taxi Trade  

 Key Findings  

•  Cenex surveyed the taxi trade to understand their potential willingness and capability 

to move to ULEVs.  

•  71% of respondents stated that they had plans to change to a more environmentally 

friendly vehicle in the future. On average most respondents believed that the taxi 

trade would be able to be ULEV compliant by 2025.  

•  Initial purchase cost is by far the greatest concern with 53% of respondents listing this 

as the largest barrier to adoption. Factors relating to charging (access to domestic and 

public infrastructure) and driving range are collectively the next largest concerns.  

•  Financial incentives, to offset the increased purchase cost, are the highest ranked 

potential incentive. Try before you buy schemes achieved the second highest ranking 

followed by installation of adequate charging infrastructure.  

•  CCR City Deal Office should establish a regional ULEV taxi steering group comprising 

licensing officers from each local authority , procurement officials and representatives 

of other key stakeholders such as the Welsh Government, and develop a programme 

of regional ULEV taxi events aimed at local trade representatives  

•  65% of respondents reported having no access to off-street parking compared to only 

40% in urban areas from the 2016 National Travel Survey. 89% reported that their 

vehicles are inactive for between six and ten hours, providing ample time for charging 

of most modern electric vehicles. Frequently reported downtime locations include taxi 

ranks, operator’s office and transport hubs. These locations have some of the highest 

dwell times with at least 15 to 30 minutes reported in each location   

•  CCR City Deal Office should develop an online tool to provide drivers and vehicle 

proprietors with a daily charging requirement and should include questions relating to 

access to domestic or depot-based charging infrastructure within the tool and, via 

licensing officers, on vehicle licence application forms  
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In order to understand the potential willingness and capability of the taxi trade to move to 

ULEVs, Cenex sent an online questionnaire to licensing officers in the local authorities covered 

by the CCR, local authorities then distributed this survey to the trade.   

An initial questionnaire covering vehicle and licensing information, duty cycle, vehicle 

downtime, access to charging infrastructure, opinions on potential incentives and perceived 

barriers to the adoption of ULEVs received 66 responses.   

Cenex then sent a shortened survey focusing specifically on potential incentives, perceived 

barriers to adoption, access/opportunity to use charging infrastructure and daily mileage 

directly to a number of private hire and taxi operators in Cardiff as well as to the local 

authorities for distribution. This survey received a further 21 responses resulting in a total of 87 

responses. The number of responses to each of the key questions can be found in Appendix B. 

As discussed in Section 7.1.2, responses to the initial survey were largely from rural areas 

whereas responses to the additional survey were largely from urban areas.  

    

Some key findings from the survey are as follows:  

• 71% of respondents had an interest in environmentally friendly vehicles and would like 

to find out more about them  

• 71% of respondents also stated that they had plans to change to a more 

environmentally friendly vehicle in the future  

• 52% of these were to a hybrid or plug in hybrid electric vehicle whereas only 19% said 

they were looking to change to a battery electric vehicle  

• Respondents were asked if they had any further comments after completing the survey. 

Most comments appreciated the need for a change to lower emission vehicles but there 

was concern about the cost of doing so and the ability of the technologies to meet their 

requirement. A sample of comments is shown below:  

“I would like to purchase an electric vehicle as soon as possible but the costs are too high at the moment 

a grant would possibly be the only way I could afford one.”  

  
“The main concern that I have about all electric vehicles, is the current lack of range and excessive 

charging times. This, coupled with, high initial purchase costs and limited battery life, make this type of 

vehicle uneconomic for me.”  

  
“We operate a fully electric fleet at present with little downside, however further charging options are 

required for larger adoption.”  

  

“Just simply too expensive for the deprived valleys area”  

 7.1.1  Views on Potential Incentives (Financial and Non-Financial)  

Drivers and operators were asked to quantify when they feel it would be appropriate to 

introduce various minimum emissions standards (Euro 6 diesel and ULEV) as a condition of 

licensing, to understand when the taxi trade might be supportive of the introduction of revised 

vehicle emissions standards. Table 26 shows the average date suggested for the introduction 

of each standard.  

  Drivers  Operators  

Euro 6  2026  2024  

ULEV  2027  2024  
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Table 26 - Average Date of Trade Support for Revised Vehicle Emissions Standards  

On average most respondents believed that the taxi trade would be able to be ULEV compliant 

by 2025. There was however a difference between drivers and operators with drivers 

suggesting a slightly longer timescale for adoption of both Euro 6 compliant vehicles (2026) 

and ULEV (2027). Perhaps surprisingly the difference between readiness for Euro 6 and 

ULEVs was only a year for drivers and there was no difference for operators.   

The taxi trade was asked to rank factors preventing the use of ULEVs and opinions on the 

potential incentives required to increase the uptake of ULEVs. For each of the following 

questions the trade was asked to rank each factor in the order most likely to influence their 

behaviour (e.g. please rank the following options from 1-10 in order of those that would most 

prevent you from using a ULEV, 1 being most likely and 10 being least likely).   

    

Figure 15 shows the factors preventing the use of ULEVs.  

  
Figure 15 - Ranking of Factors Preventing the Use of ULEVs  

There is a strong consensus on the factors preventing the use of ULEVs (with scores ranging 

from 3.8 to 8.3) as follows:  

• Initial purchase cost is by far the greatest concern with a score of 8.3 and 53% of 

respondents listed this as the largest barrier to adoption  

• Factors relating to charging (access to domestic and public infrastructure) and driving 

range are collectively the next largest concerns all scoring greater than 5.5  

  

Figure 16 shows the ranking of potential incentives to overcome these barriers to adoption.  
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Figure 16 - Ranking of Potential Incentives  

There is a good correlation between the perceived barriers to uptake and the preferred 

potential incentives:  

• Financial incentives, to offset the increased purchase cost, are the highest ranked 

potential incentive. 70% of respondents included financial incentives in their top two 

most likely incentives to increase uptake of ULEVs  

• Try before you buy schemes, which would enable drivers to prove the electric range and 

suitability under their usage conditions, achieved the second highest ranking followed by 

installation of adequate charging infrastructure  

• Trade engagement workshops scored surprisingly low, Cenex has had experience of 

both hosting and attending such events which have received positive feedback from 

both the trade and local authorities (particularly when vehicle suppliers have been in 

attendance to discuss their products)  

 7.1.2  Daily Mileage and Driving Environment  

To verify the assumptions made throughout the study relating to daily operating patterns and 

duty cycles the trade were asked to confirm their daily mileage and driving environment. The 

average daily mileage of those reported is 136 miles which is 43% higher than the average 

daily mileage of 95 miles calculated from MOT records, this calculation was based on the 

assumption that taxis operate for 260 days per year. The minimum and maximum reported 

daily mileages (excluding outliers) are 40 miles and 200 miles respectively. On average the 

maximum daily mileage covered is 260 miles.  

Figure 17 shows which local authority the respondents are licensed with. This was only 

requested as part of the initial survey so it is unclear which areas additional responses were 

from.  
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The vast majority of the responses are from Blaenau Gwent, Caerphilly, Monmouthshire and 

Newport with a small percentage of respondents replying as none of the above.  

    

Unfortunately, Cardiff Council were unable to assist with the distribution of the trade survey. 

This was because of the number of consultations and supporting projects underway aimed at 

the same target audience including the three yearly demand survey, the Clean Air Cardiff 

consultation, the new age and emissions requirements consultation and work to promote the 

uptake of electric taxis being undertaken by Electric Blue.  Being unable to gather views from 

the trade in Cardiff, which accounts for 40% of the licensed vehicles, is the primary limitation of 

this analysis. We acknowledge both the challenge faced by Cardiff and reasoning provided, 

Cenex would therefore be very keen to support future trade engagement in Cardiff following 

review of the primary consultation on vehicle age and emissions requirements by the licensing 

committee.  

The lack of responses from other local authorities means that all results should be treated with 

caution when considering the implications for the wider region. Figure 18 shows the driving 

environment ranging from predominantly rural to predominantly urban.  

  

Figure   17   -   Licensing Authority of Respondents   
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Figure 18 - Driving Environment  

There is a clear distinction between the survey responses with 45% of those responding to the 

initial survey operating in predominantly rural environments and 70% of those responding to 

the additional survey operating in predominantly urban environments. This agrees with the 

local authorities that the respondents are licensed with and distribution methods of the survey. 

Crucially this supports the assumptions made about driving environment for each local 

authority as reported in Section 3.2.4.  

Recommendation;   

i) The CCR City Deal Office should establish a regional ULEV taxi steering group 

comprising licensing officers from each local authority, procurement officials and 

representatives of other key stakeholders such as the Welsh Government with the 

aim of encouraging collaboration, standardisation of licensing conditions and 

highlighting the key challenges in each authority. It should also establish a 

programme of regional ULEV taxi events aimed at local trade representatives. The 

success of initial events can be measured through key performance indicators such 

as the number of attendees, end of event satisfaction surveys, feedback from 

speakers and social media activity before committing to a wider programme.  

Justification;   

Despite scoring poorly in the trade survey as a potential incentive, engagement with the trade 
is essential to get buy in to proposed changes and to demonstrate that their input is valued. 
Furthermore, the benefits to the trade of such events may not be immediately clear until they 
have attended. We suggest that to encourage a positive discussion, initial events should 
provide a high-level introduction to the topic of ULEV taxis, rather than focusing on specific 
proposals, and focus on engagement activities rather than a series of presentations. A 
suggested initial agenda/speaker list could include an independent view of the advantages 
and disadvantages of ULEV taxis, vehicle manufacturer presentations including vehicle 
demonstrations, charging infrastructure providers and trade representatives from other areas 
that have successfully deployed ULEVs into their operations. It should be clear that the local 
authorities have organised the event but to keep the focus on ULEV taxis, rather than wider 
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trade issues, events should be hosted by an independent third party. Events should be open 

to the entire trade but, if possible, they should be targeted at likely early adopters.  

  

 7.1.3  Opportunities for Charging of Electric Vehicles  

To establish whether electric vehicles are a viable option without significant changes to daily 

operating patterns the trade were asked what opportunities they had for charging plug-in 

vehicles during and between shifts (e.g. access to off-street parking, number of hours available 

for charging and potential charging locations).   

The primary concern is that 65% of respondents (expected to be from predominantly urban 

areas or city centres) reported having no access to off-street parking via a garage or driveway. 

Without surveying a larger sample of the trade across the region it is difficult to accurately 

assess the potential demand for public charging or on-street residential charging infrastructure. 

Regardless, it is anticipated that the results of the survey represent a worst case in terms of 

potential access to domestic charging infrastructure. Figures from the 2016 National Travel 

Survey (NTS0908)27 show that on average 71% of residences in England have vehicles kept 

either overnight in a garage or on private property (assumed to be off-street). Furthermore, the 

lowest percentage of vehicles kept on-street is only 40% in urban areas and just 13% in rural 

villages.  

Figure 19 shows the number of hours that vehicles are not in use between shifts. This 

represents the time available for charging electric vehicles. It is possible that vehicles are not 

inactive continuously for these times. However, these is a good indication of the ability to 

charge electric vehicles, even at comparatively slow charging rates, between shifts.  

  

                                            

27
 https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/nts09-vehicle-mileage-and-occupancy  

https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/nts09-vehicle-mileage-and-occupancy
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/nts09-vehicle-mileage-and-occupancy
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/nts09-vehicle-mileage-and-occupancy
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/nts09-vehicle-mileage-and-occupancy
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/nts09-vehicle-mileage-and-occupancy
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/nts09-vehicle-mileage-and-occupancy
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/nts09-vehicle-mileage-and-occupancy
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/nts09-vehicle-mileage-and-occupancy
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/nts09-vehicle-mileage-and-occupancy
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/nts09-vehicle-mileage-and-occupancy
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/nts09-vehicle-mileage-and-occupancy
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/nts09-vehicle-mileage-and-occupancy
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/nts09-vehicle-mileage-and-occupancy
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/nts09-vehicle-mileage-and-occupancy
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Figure 19 - Amount of Vehicle Downtime between Shifts  

In terms of time available for charging between shifts the results are more positive with 65% of 

respondents reporting that their vehicles are inactive for greater than ten hours and 89% 

inactive for between six and ten hours, providing ample time for charging of most modern 

electric vehicles. Finally, Figure 20 shows the amount of time that vehicles are inactive during 

the shift as well as the most common locations for breaks and time between fares. Inactive 

times have been categorised in red for short times, which may not provide adequate charging 

to complete daily duties, through to green for long periods of inactivity which provide improved 

opportunities for charging electric vehicles.  

  
Figure 20 - Amount of Time and Location of Vehicle Downtime during Shift  
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Frequently reported downtime locations include taxi ranks, operator’s office and transport hubs. 

Additionally, these locations also have some of the highest dwell times with at least 15 to 30 

minutes reported for most responses in each location. The remaining four locations are less 

popular and crucially have lower dwell times. For example, retail parks or supermarkets 

accounted for a total of 12% of the total responses with dwell times of fewer than 15 minutes, 

accounting for 7% of the total responses.  

Recommendation;   

j) The CCR City Deal Office should develop a simple online tool to provide drivers and 
vehicle proprietors with a daily charging requirement based on vehicle type, shift 
patterns, shift mileages and access to domestic or depot-based charging 
infrastructure. The tool should include questions relating to access to domestic or 

depot-based charging infrastructure on vehicle licence application forms.  

Justification;   

Providing simple and transparent information regarding likely charging requirements  

(required charging power, required charging time, potential charging locations) allows vehicle 

proprietors to make informed procurement decisions.   
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8 Revised Licensing Policy   
Key Findings  

• Cenex has reviewed publicly available low emission taxi policy documents and drawn on 

previous experience to develop the following vehicle emission policy scenarios:  

o Improved licensing – ten year maximum age limit enforced for non-ULEVs, newly 

licensed vehicles must be Euro 6 from 2020.  

o Best practice for clean air zone compliance – all licensed vehicles must meet 

minimum CAZ standards (Euro 6 diesel, Euro 4 petrol) by 2020, newly licensed 

vehicles must be ULEZ from 2025, all licensed vehicles must be ULEV by 2030. o 

 Aspirational – ten year maximum age limit enforced for non-ULEV, newly licensed 

vehicles must be ULEV from 2022, all licensed vehicle must be ULEV by 2028. In 

this scenario, 90% of the ULEVs will be BEVs, which provide a 100% reduction in 

tailpipe NOx and PM as well as a 64% reduction in WTW CO2 based on the current 

UK grid energy mix.   

• Cenex recommends CCR and the 10 local authorities adopt and apply the 
aspirational scenario. This requires 2,500 vehicles to be replaced by ULEVs in 2022 

and is by far the most effective method for improving WTW CO2 emissions, the total 
WTW CO2 emitted by the fleet between now and 2030 is reduced by 38%.  

• The improved licensing scenario provides no reduction in WTW CO2 and there is a risk 
that GHG emissions could increase if the fleet changes from diesel to petrol. NOx and 
PM emissions are reduced by 35% and 79% respectively between now and 2025.  

• The best practice scenario delivers the same NOx and PM reductions as the improved 
scenario five years earlier. However, as ULEVs are not required until 2025 there is no 
reduction in WTW CO2 until after this date.  

• The CCR City Deal Office and local authority licensing officers should apply for joint 
funding to support financial incentives to encourage the uptake of BEVs.  

• The CCR local authorities or a combined transport authority should adopt the 

principles of the aspirational scenario before developing a detailed shared delivery 

plan for the phased introduction of ULEVs that results in all licensed vehicles being 

ULEV before 2028 in line with the target set by the Welsh Government. The specifics 

of the strategy, such as the maximum age limit for non-ULEVs, should be formally 

agreed.  

  

This section presents three revised vehicle age and emissions policy scenarios representing 

improved licensing, a policy in line with current clean air zone best practice and an aspirational 

scenario.  

Each scenario is based on research into national licensing policy and best practice from 

publicly available vehicle age and emission policy documents as well as consultation with 

licensing officers. Further supporting measures and potential incentives have been included 

alongside the best practice guidance. The three scenarios have been measured against key 

metrics, namely the number of replacement vehicles required and impact on fleet emissions.   

8.1 Vehicle Age and Emissions Policy Best Practice  

Due to the joint environmental drivers of meeting legally binding EU air quality pollutant limits 

and achieving the UK Government’s target of net zero GHG emissions by 2050, local 

authorities are under increasing pressure to revise taxi vehicle age and emissions policies with 

a view of significantly reducing emissions from taxi fleets across the UK.  
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Cenex has reviewed publicly available low emission taxi policy documents and drawn on 

previous experience with relevant local authorities to produce the following summary of taxi 

vehicle age and emissions policy best practice. Many of the cases presented below are 

examples of policies introduced by cities, there is currently little evidence of similar policies 

being introduced in more rural communities. The CCR has an opportunity to become an 

exemplar region for reducing taxi emissions in a mixed urban and rural area.  

Although hackney carriage vehicles can only ply for hire in their licensing authority both 

hackney carriage and private hire vehicles can legally operate entirely outside of their licensing 

area as long the driver, vehicle and operator are all licensed by the same local authority. The 

Deregulation Act 2015, which additionally allows private hire vehicle operators to sub-contract 

bookings to operators in other areas, and increased usage of booking apps have significantly 

increased this so-called practice of ‘cross border’ or ‘out of town’ working. Control of minimum 

emissions standards on ‘out of town’ vehicles is very challenging and is considered a wider 

trade issue relevant too but not covered in detail in this work. Specific examples of charging or 

enforceable vehicle access restrictions are included.   

Table 27 shows the vehicle age and emissions policy best practice reviewed to date. The local 

authorities have been sorted by the date at which ULEV is introduced as the minimum 

standard for all licensed vehicles from latest to earliest (i.e. the most aspirational at the end).  

Where appropriate we have highlighted whether policies apply to new or all licensed vehicles, 

Euro standard based policies are shown in amber and ULEV based policies are shown in blue.   
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Local Authority (Top 

Level Approach)  

 Proposed Changes and Incentives  

  

(CAZ compliant fleet – 

No Charging CAZ)  

•  

• •  

•  

Proposed to ensure that fleet is ‘Clean Air Compliant’ by  

2023 – consultation closed 23rd June 2019  

2020 – New vehicles must meet Euro 6  

2022 – All vehicles must meet Euro 6  

Low Emissions Taxi Incentive Scheme until May 2021  

(cashback on licensing fees of £3,000 for BEV, £2,000 for  

PHEV, £1,500 for HEV and £1,500 for Euro 6 minibus/WAV)  

 •  Planning to offer an EV ‘assessment service’ and free EV 

trial opportunities  

  

(Charging CAZ)  

•  

•  

•  

2020 - £12.50 charge per day for hackney carriage and 
private hire vehicles that do not meet Euro 4 petrol or Euro 6 
diesel standards  

Interest free loans of up to £10,000 or grants of up to 
£1,500, 6-month temporary extension to apply for loan or 
grant for a ULEV  

Working with Highways England to offer free vehicle trials 

for up to two months.  

 •  ULEVs may be licensed up to 12 years  

  

(Euro Emissions 

based, phased ULEV)  

• •  

•  

Emissions standards introduced May 2018  

2018 – New vehicles must be at least Euro 5 petrol or Euro 
6 diesel  

2021 – All vehicles must be at least Euro 5 petrol or Euro 6 

diesel  

 •  2029 – All vehicles must be ULEV or petrol hybrid  

 

(Phased ULEV 

introduction)  

• • 

•  

• •  

•  

CAZ compliant fleet followed by phased ULEZ adoption  

2020 – All hackney carriage vehicles must be at least Euro 6   

2025 – New vehicles must be ULEV  

2030 – All vehicles must be ULEV  

Nottingham – LEVC TX ‘try before you buy scheme’, free 
rental for 30 days. Council owned vehicles acquired through 
the Early Measures Fund.  

Nottingham – Council run electric vehicle service centre 

(Nottingham Electric Vehicle Services) that caters for a 

range of vehicles including taxis  

  

(Early phased ULEV 

adoption)  

• • 

• •  

•  

•  

Revised policy agreed in April 2018  

2020 – New saloon vehicles must be ULEV or ZEV  

2028 – All saloon vehicles must be ULEV or ZEV  

2028 – All WAVs must be ULEV or ZEV (to be reviewed in 
2026)  

Reduction of total % of WAV hackney carriages to 50% 

Licence fee exemption for ZEV for up to 5 years, 50% 

discount for ULEV for up to 5 years  

 •  9 year age limit for non-ULEV, 12 year age limit for ULEV,  

15 year age limit for ZEV  

 •  2029 – City centre access restriction to ULEZ and ZEV only  
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Licensing Authority 

(Top Level Approach)  

 
Proposed Changes and Incentives  

  

(Charging CAZ, Early 

phased ULEV 

adoption)  

• •  

•  

•  

•  

Revised policy agreed in April 2019  

2020 - £8 charge per day for hackney carriage and private 
hire vehicles that do not meet Euro 4 petrol or Euro 6 diesel 
standards  

2020 – maximum age limit of 15 years for hackney carriage  

vehicles and 12 years for private hire vehicles  

2021 – New vehicles must be ULEV or zero emission 
capable   

2030 – New vehicles must be ZEV, to be reviewed in 2025  

 •  DEFRA funding – £2.75m for the council to buy or rent a fleet 

of electric taxis, £5,000 financial incentive for up to 1,000 

hackney carriage vehicles, up to £2,500 towards the running 

costs of ULEV private hire vehicles  

  

  

(Early phased ULEV 

adoption)  

•  

• • 

•  

•  

Phased emission-based condition for the licensing of 
hackney carriage and private hire vehicles  

2019 – New vehicles must meet Euro 6   

2020 – New vehicles must have zero emission capability  

2024 – All vehicles must have zero emission capability  

Go Electric Taxi Scheme (two-week test drive of LEVC TX,  

£2,500 financial incentives for first 60 drivers)  

 •  Instructed to implement a Charging CAZ  

Table 27 - Vehicle Age and Emissions Policy Best Practice  
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2019 

2020 

  

8.2 Licensing Scenarios  

Based on the information gathered in Sections 4 to 8.1 regarding vehicle availability, economic 

suitability and licensing policy best practice we developed three scenarios representing 

improved licensing, best practice for clean air zone compliance and an aspirational scenario 

which aims to transition to ULEV across all vehicles between 2025-2030. We have used the 

following assumptions across all licensing scenarios:  

• Minimum vehicle age and emissions criteria are standardised across all local 

authorities and both hackney carriage and private hire licences without exception (in 

practice some exceptions, such as for existing WAVs, may be necessary)  

• A ten year maximum age limit has been applied to all vehicles of the previous 

emissions standard in each scenario, this is required to guarantee that the previous 

generation of vehicles are phased out by the target dates. Once vehicles are 

ULEV/ZEV it is possible to decouple the vehicle age and emissions standards, as such 

ULEVs may not require an upper age limit if other measures are in place to ensure they 

remain fit for purpose  

• As it is difficult to predict purchasing behaviour the composition of the technology types 

on the fleet has been determined by daily mileage based on the following; o PHEVs 

have been used for all vehicles travelling fewer than 50 miles per day, we assume that 

below 50 miles per day drivers and operators favour PHEV over BEV regardless of the 

business case due to perceived lower level of risk. Above this daily mileage running 

costs increase significantly so there is no economic case for the use of PHEVs = 7.4% 

of fleet  

o REEV (medium vans only) have been used for all vehicles travelling more than  

135 miles per day as at least 35,000 miles per year are required for TCO parity. 

Additionally, LTI/LEVC vehicles are currently an insignificant proportion of the 

fleet compared to WAVs from Peugeot, Ford and Mercedes-Benz = 2.5% of fleet  

o BEV for all remaining vehicles and for all small vans as there are no PHEVs or 

REEVs currently available = 90.2% of fleet  

Figure 21 shows the minimum emissions standard and introduction date for each scenario 

where grey represents current standards, amber shows clean air zone compliance and green 

represents ULEVs. Dashed sections are used to highlight that a standard applies to new 

vehicles only whereas solid sections show that a standard applies to all licensed vehicles.  

Year Improved 
Best Practice 

Aspirational 

    

 10 year 

age  
limit,  

New 

vehicles 

Euro 6 

  

2021 

2022 
 

 
New vehicles  

ULEV 

 
2024 

2025 

 

All 

vehicles  

 

2027 

10  year age  
limit,  
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2028 ≥Euro 6 

 

All vehicles  
ULEV 

2029 

2030  All ULEV  

Figure 21 - Minimum Vehicle Emissions Standard by Licensing Scenario  

  

The three scenarios are described as follows:  

o Improved – A phased introduction to the latest Euro emissions standard, vehicles 

must be replaced when more than ten years old. New vehicles must be Euro 6 from 

2020.  

Results in a fully Euro 6 compliant fleet by 2025. Similar proposal to Cardiff,  

Northampton and Southampton o Best practice for clean air zone compliance – An 

immediate replacement of all noncomplaint vehicles. All licensed vehicles must meet Euro 

6 diesel or Euro 4 petrol by 2020 (for modelling purposes all vehicles have been replaced 

with Euro 6 standard and their existing fuel type, as such some petrol vehicles will have 

been replaced unduly. Any vehicle that is already Euro 6 is not counted as a replacement 

vehicle). Phased transition to ULEV starting with new vehicles in 2025 and all licensed 

vehicles from  

2030. Similar proposal to Derby and Nottingham o Aspirational – No regulatory 

introduction of improved Euro standards. An early phased introduction to ULEV starting 

with new vehicles from 2022 and all licensed vehicles from  

2028. Similar proposal to Birmingham, Cambridge and Coventry  

8.3 Impact of Revised Licensing Policies  

Each scenario is measured against three main criteria: the number of vehicles that require 

replacement each year, the WTW CO2 emissions and the air quality pollutant emissions. For 

context and to demonstrate the relative emissions performance of each technology, Figure 22 

shows the percentage difference from the current fleet emissions if the entire fleet was 

replaced solely by each individual alternative technology (assuming current internal 

combustion engine performance, battery technology, charging infrastructure technology and 

one full charge per day for PHEV/REEV).  

10  year age  
limit,  

New vehicles  
ULEV 
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Figure 22 - Effect of Changing Entire Fleet to Euro 6, PHEV or BEV  

  

The following observations highlight the challenge associated with tackling both climate 

change and local air quality simultaneously, but also emphasise the case for switching directly 

to a BEV fleet:  

• Improved Euro standards, e.g. Euro 6, provide no reductions in WTW CO2 emissions. 

The introduction of a new generation of diesel or petrol vehicles will continue to 

produce GHG emissions and contribute to global warming   

• PHEVs provide at least a 93% reduction in NOx and 70% reduction in PM compared to 

Euro 6 diesel. This is due to some electric only operation, which produces zero tailpipe 

emissions, and using petrol rather than diesel as the secondary fuel. The main 

limitation of PHEVs and REEVs is that WTW CO2 emissions can increase or decrease 

relative to diesel depending upon the distance covered in EV vs. hybrid mode. Table 28 

shows that the percentage of the daily mileage covered using petrol can vary from 78% 

for medium cars (which results in a 13% increase in WTW CO2) to 39% for the REEV 

medium van (which results in a 40% decrease in WTW CO2)  

Vehicle  
Segment  

No. of Vehicles   
Average Daily  

Mileage  
(miles)  

Average Daily  
Electric Only  

Range  
(miles)  

% of Daily  
Mileage using 

Petrol  

Large Car  1,576  93  23  69%  

Medium Car  1,151  96  17  78%  

Medium Van  945  98  55  39%  

Executive  467  101  23  69%  
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Total  4,139  96  29  65%  

Table 28 - Percentage of PHEV / REEV Miles using Petrol  

• BEVs provide a 100% reduction in tailpipe NOx and PM as well as a 64% reduction in 

WTW CO2 based on the current UK grid energy mix. WTW CO2 emissions from BEVs 

will decrease as the use of renewable energy sources for grid electricity increases.  

 8.3.1  Required Number of Replacement Vehicles  

Table 29 shows the number of replacement vehicles required each year until 2030 for the 

scenarios presented in Section 8.2. High numbers of replacement vehicles are shown in red, 

medium numbers are shown in amber, low numbers are shown in green and years where there 

are no replacements are shown in white. A total of 5,044 vehicles have been assessed which 

represents the maximum that can be replaced per scenario, the scenarios result in the 

following replacement technologies:  

• Improved – Euro 6 for all years (same fuel as existing vehicle)  

• Best practice – Euro 6 in 2020, ULEV from 2025 onwards  

• Aspirational – ULEV for all years (90% of ULEVs BEV determined by calculated daily 

mileage)  
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    Ye ar   

2019 2020 2021  2022 2023 2024 

Improved 0 1,517 468  515 501 571 

Best Practice 0 3,619 0  0 0 0 

Aspirational 0 0 0  2,500 501 571 

        

 2025 2026 2027  2028 2029 2030 

Improved 47 0 0  0 0 0 

Best Practice 495 388 270  230 42 3,619 

Aspirational 542 388 270  272 0 0 

Table 29 - Impact of Licensing Scenarios on Number of Replacement Vehicles  

Each scenario was compared based on the total number of replacement vehicles over the 

period modelled, the peak number of replacement vehicles and the typical annual number of 

replacement vehicles:  

• The improved scenario has the lowest total number of required replacement vehicles 

overall at 3,619 vehicles. This is due to 30% of the fleet already being Euro 6 compliant. 

If this change were to occur in 2020, resulting in the peak replacement of 1,517 

vehicles, the existing maximum age limits for new vehicles would largely ensure that 

replacement vehicles were Euro 6. Following this initial replacement, a further 468 to 

571 vehicles would be replaced each year until the entire fleet is effectively compliant in 

2025  

• The best practice scenario results in the largest total and peak vehicle replacements 

(3,619 vehicles) and is notable for explicitly requiring two different emissions standards. 

Despite a ten year gap between these changes, which exceeds the current average 

vehicle age of fewer than seven years, this may be a potential barrier to trade 

acceptance. Compared to the aspirational scenario (see below) there is a comparatively 

low requirement for ULEV replacements in the short term with between 230 to 495 

vehicles required each year from 2025 to 2028  

• The aspirational scenario requires 2,500 vehicles to be replaced by ULEVs in 2022 

followed by an equivalent amount to the best practice scenario until 2028 (270 to 571). 

This can be reduced and spread across the desired replacement period by increasing 

the maximum age limit requirement for existing vehicles  
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Recommendation;   

k) The CCR City Deal Office, working with local authority licensing officers, should apply 
for joint funding to support financial incentives to encourage the uptake of ULEVs on a 
weighted scale based on emissions reduction potential (e.g. higher grant values for 
BEVs)  

Justification;   

Funding to support the financial incentives at levels discussed in Section 8.1 (e.g. £1,500 

to £3,000 per applicant) would equate to between £5.25m and £10.5m to support the 

introduction of 3,500 vehicles in the aspirational scenario between 2022 and 2024. 

Unless CCR deems it appropriate or necessary to introduce zero emission vehicles as the 

minimum criteria after 2030, this scenario provides the greatest certainty to the trade that 

their replacement vehicle will have a guaranteed and appropriate lifespan, particularly if 

ULEVs are incentivised with increased or removed age limits compared to conventional 

vehicles.  

 8.3.2  Impact on Total Fleet Emissions  

Figure 23 to Figure 25 show the impact of each scenario on annual WTW CO2 emissions 

and air quality pollutant emissions (NOx and PM). The total amount of each pollutant 

emitted over the period modelled, which is particularly important for WTW CO2 emissions, 

is also discussed.  

  
Figure 23 - Impact of Licensing Scenarios on CCR WTW CO2 Emissions  

The early introduction of ULEVs in the aspirational scenario is by far the most effective method 

for reducing WTW CO2 emissions. By 2028 this reduces annual emissions by 60% from 45,500 

tonnes per year to 18,000 tonnes per year. Crucially this also reduces the total WTW CO2 

emitted by the fleet between now and 2030 from 546,000 tonnes to 339,000 tonnes, a 

reduction of 207,000 tonnes (38%). The best practice scenario ultimately yields the same 

annual WTW CO2 emissions as the aspirational scenario, however total emissions are only 

reduced by 54,500 tonnes (10%). Earlier emissions reductions are more valuable and should 

be prioritised over later emissions reductions of the same magnitude.   
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Figure 24 - Impact of Licensing Scenarios on CCR NOx Emissions  

  
Figure 25 - Impact of Licensing Scenarios on CCR PM Emissions  

The best practice scenario and, to a lesser extent, the improved licensing scenario both deliver 

immediate improvements in air quality pollutant emissions through the replacement of pre Euro 

6 diesel vehicles. In the best practice scenario annual NOx emissions are reduced by 35% in 

2020 from 123,000 kg per year to 79,900 kg per year whilst PM emissions are reduced by 79% 

from 1,500kg to 330 kg per year. From 2022 onwards the aspirational scenario results in the 

lowest air quality emissions, achieving an equivalent emissions reduction in 2022 as the best 

practice scenario in 2029.   
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The main limitation of this scenario is that prior to 2022 air quality emissions remain 

unchanged. However, this needs to be balanced against the substantial short-term CO2 

emissions reductions cuts that it will deliver.  

Recommendation;   

l) The CCR local authorities or a combined transport authority should adopt the principles 
of the aspirational scenario, preferably through a formal agreement between the ten 
local authorities and the establishment a joint ULEV taxi steering group. It should 
develop a detailed shared delivery plan for the phased introduction of ULEVs that is 
conditional on the availability and supply of an adequate number of suitable ULEVs. It 
is suggested that this could commence with newly licensed vehicles from 2022 and 
result in all licensed vehicles being ULEV before 2028 in line with the target set by the 
Welsh Government. The details of the strategy, such as the conditions that must be 
met prior to its introduction and maximum age limit for nonULEVs to determine the 
rate of vehicle replacement, also need to be agreed. For economic and environmental 
reasons authorities should agree to support BEVs over PHEVs where possible. 
Appropriate additional measures required to meet legal NO2 limits across the region 
should be aligned with the aspirational scenario and should avoid using licensing 
conditions that introduce an additional generation of diesel vehicles.  

Justification;   

The aspirational scenario is the only option that offers significant improvements over the next 

vehicle replacement cycle (e.g. the next seven to ten years) in both GHG emissions (offering 

a 38% cumulative reduction between now and 2030) and air quality pollutant emissions 

(achieving lower levels than all other scenarios in 2022 compared to 2029 and least a 93% 

reduction and 70% in NOx and PM respectively).   

  

    

9 Conclusions  

CCR could become an exemplar region for reducing taxi emissions across multiple local 

authorities covering mixed urban and rural environments. This can be achieved by adopting an 

aspirational strategy where all newly licensed vehicles must be ULEV from 2022 (conditional 

on the availability of an adequate number of suitable ULEVs) and all licensed vehicles must be 

ULEV by 2028 with the rate of vehicle replacement determined by an enforced maximum age 

limit of ten years for non-ULEVs.  

This would require approximately 2,500 vehicles to be replaced by ULEVs in 2022 followed by 

around 270 to 570 every year until 2028. Introducing this policy could reduce the total WTW 

CO2 emitted by the fleet between now and 2030 from 546,000 tonnes to 339,000 tonnes, a 

reduction of 207,000 tonnes (38%). These emission reductions can only be guaranteed 

through the wide scale adoption of BEVs (assumed to be a 90% share, equivalent to the 

existing diesel proportion). WTW CO2 emission reductions are possible using PHEVs but are 

reliant on maximising electric only miles travelled which may be challenging given that the 

average daily mileage is estimated to be 95 miles. By 2022 this policy would provide the lowest 

air quality pollutant emissions with at least a 93% and 70% reduction in NOx and PM 

respectively. It is the only scenario studied that actively supports the Welsh Government aim to 

reduce taxi carbon emissions to zero by 2028 and would be a significant step towards 

achieving net zero carbon emissions by 2050.   
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Although ambitious, Cenex believe this to be achievable through collaboration between local 

authorities and standardisation of licensing conditions. Cenex believes these targets can be 

achieved for the following reasons:  

• The proposed maximum age limit for non-ULEVs of ten years is only three years more 

than the current average age of the fleet (just under seven years). This, combined with 

existing age limits for newly licensed vehicles, means that 30% of the fleet meets Euro 6 

standards and newly licensed vehicles from September 2019 will most likely also meet 

this standard  

• Over 60% of the fleet is made up of vehicles from segments that are known to have a 

wide range of suitable ULEVs available by 2022 (large cars, medium cars and small 

vans)  

• The average annual mileage of just under 25,000 miles and average ownership period 

of seven years mean that there is already a strong business case for the adoption of 

BEVs in all segments except for the executive car segment with savings in total cost of 

ownership between £3,000 and £14,000. Currently PHEVs are only economically 

suitable for low mileage users with extended ownership periods   

• Through the establishment of conditional criteria on key metrics such as the electric only 

range and vehicle availability local authorities can commit to implementing licensing 

changes when appropriate rather than at an arbitrary date  

• 71% of trade survey respondents have plans to change to a HEV, PHEV or BEV in the 

future and on average most respondents believed the taxi trade would be able to be 

transition to ULEV by 2025 (2027 at the latest)  

• This scenario provides the greatest certainty to the trade that their replacement vehicle 

will have a guaranteed and appropriate lifecycle, thereby improving the economic case 

to switch to ULEVs  

    

Despite these opportunities several key risks and challenges have been identified as shown 

below.  

• Initial purchase cost is by far the greatest concern of the trade with 53% of respondents 

listing this as the largest barrier to adoption and 70% of respondents including financial 

incentives in their top two preferred incentives. On average ULEVs currently cost £7,000 

to £11,000 more to purchase new than their direct diesel equivalent  

• Access to charging infrastructure, both domestic and public, is the next largest concern.  

65% of respondents reported having no access to off-street parking compared to only  

40% in urban areas from the 2016 National Travel Survey  

• There are currently only two ULEV wheelchair accessible vehicles available (LEVC TX 

and Dynamo Nissan e-NV200) both of which meet national hackney carriage 

specifications. Despite there being numerous battery electric small vans on the market 

there are currently no examples of ULEV rear access wheelchair accessible vehicles  

By focusing solely on ULEVs in the short term (BEVs in particular) instead of improved Euro 

standards a dedicated support package, shown below, can be developed to address the 

challenges associated with implementing the proposed strategy.  

• Financial incentives that favour BEVs, support for the used car market and the 

development of alternatives to outright purchase are all required to overcome the 

increase in upfront purchase costs of current ULEVs.  

• Vehicle trial opportunities and online tools are required to prove the suitability of ULEVs 

for use as taxis under real-world conditions and to enable vehicle proprietors to make 
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informed procurement decisions (particularly regarding the most suitable ULEV 

technology for their operations).  

• Alternative local authority managed business models, such as leasing, may be required 

for purpose-built hackney carriages and other WAVs to increase uptake of ULEVs in 

these otherwise supply constrained vehicle segments.  

• A regional programme of ULEV taxi events is required to get buy in from the trade, 

highlight the benefits of owning and operating ULEVs and to address any remaining 

barriers to the adoption of ULEVs.  

Lack of infrastructure is also a major factoring preventing the use of ULEVs but infrastructure 

requirements have not been considered as part of this report. However, by agreeing a joint 

approach, an effective charging network can be established ensuring that funding is 

appropriately allocated and offers best value for money. Further work to determine the location, 

number and power output of chargers required to support the uptake of plug-in vehicles in the 

aspirational scenario will commence following approval of this report.    

10 Recommended ULEV Taxi Strategy for South East Wales  

Summary of Recommendations – ‘Quick Wins’  

1. CCR City Deal Office should establish a regional ULEV taxi steering group made up of 

licensing officers from each local authority, procurement officials and representatives of other 

key stakeholders such as the Welsh Government with the aim of encouraging collaboration, 

standardisation of licensing conditions and highlighting key challenges. (i)  

2. Local authorities or a combined transport authority should review and revise conditions of 

licensing to ensure that they maximise ULEV availability in all vehicle segments (including 

wheelchair accessible vehicles), approve new ULEV models for licensing upon release and 

share list of approved ULEVs with the trade. (c)  

3. CCR City Deal Office should work with local authority licensing officers or a combined 

transport authority to introduce interim measures to incentivise ULEVs such as subsidised 

vehicle licence fees for a limited number of early adopters and opportunities for short term 

test drive and ‘try before you buy’ schemes. The City Deal Office may need to investigate the 

feasibility of procuring a small demonstration fleet of ULEVs to be licensed for region wide 

trials. (d) (g)  

4. CCR City Deal Office should establish an initial programme of regional ULEV taxi events 

aimed at local trade representatives initially focusing on a high-level introduction to the topic 

of ULEV taxis, rather than specific licensing proposals. Events should encourage positive 

discussion and include attendance from vehicle manufacturers, chargepoint providers and 

trade representatives that have successfully deployed ULEV taxis. (i)  

5. CCR City Deal Office should develop a simple online ULEV taxi and private hire 

assessment tool to be used by the trade in the vehicle licence application process (e), (j)  

Summary of Recommendations – ‘Large Projects’  

6. The CCR local authorities or a combined transport authority should adopt the principles of the 
aspirational scenario, preferably through a formal agreement.   

It should develop a detailed shared delivery plan for the phased introduction of ULEVs 

that is conditional on the availability and supply of an adequate number of suitable ULEVs. It 

is suggested that this could commence with newly licensed vehicles from 2022 and result in 

all licensed vehicles being ULEV before 2028 in line with the target set by the Welsh 

Government. (b) (l)  
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7. Cenex and CCR City Deal Office should undertake an infrastructure requirement review to 

develop a proposed chargepoint network for CCR, supporting the predicted uptake of plug-

in vehicles resulting from the revised licensing policy proposal as detailed in recommendation 

6.  

8. CCR City Deal Office should work with local authority licensing officers or a combined 

transport authority to develop a detailed regional package of supporting measures to be 

introduced alongside the revised licensing policy proposed in recommendation 6. Examples 

could include:  

• Financial incentives, costing up to around £10.5m, to support the uptake of 3,500 ULEVs 

between 2022 and 2024 (d), (k)  

• Supporting the growth of the used car market for ULEVs by contacting fleets/leasing 

companies operating ULEVs and creating mechanisms to retain ULEVs on the fleet (f)  

• Undertaking market research into ULEV wheelchair accessible vehicles and investigating 

whether to establish alternative local authority managed business models, such as 

leasing, for purpose-built hackney carriages and other WAVs. (a) (h)   

 Table 30 - Recommended ULEV Taxi Strategy for South East Wales    
 10.1  Feedback from Taxi Licensing Officers (Workshop)  

On the 20th September 2019 Cenex hosted a workshop held at County Hall, Cardiff, to present 

the proposed taxi strategy to licensing, transport and energy officers from each of the ten local 

authorities. The aim of the workshop was to gather feedback on the proposed taxi strategy by 

discussing the following items.  

• Overall level of support for the proposed strategy (both in principle and at an individual 

recommendation level)  

• Feasibility and difficulty of implementation of recommendations  

• Barriers to adoption  

• Agreed next steps  

The workshop was attended by eight licensing officers, two transport officers, two procurement, 

one energy officer and representatives from the CCR City Deal office (15 attendees in total). 

Crucially, except for Merthyr Tydfil, all local authorities were represented by a licensing officer 

(via Shared Regulatory Services in the case of Bridgend and Vale of Glamorgan).  

This section acts as a collated summary of the key points highlighted during the workshop, as 

such it does not reflect the views of any individuals. Significant deviations from the original 

report are noted below, the content of the main report (Section 0 to Section 9) however 

remains largely unchanged.  

• Section 3.1 – Licensing Policy; Blaenau Gwent has recently removed the maximum age 

limit for renewal (compared to ten years at the original time of writing)  

• It was noted that the All-Wales Licensing Group already meets to discuss general 

standardisation of licensing policy  

• Prior to the workshop Cenex undertook additional research and interviews with local 

authorities to understand the typical timescales associated with implementing new 

vehicle emissions policies and supporting measures. This additional information was 

can be found in Appendix E.  
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 10.2  Support for Proposed Taxi Strategy  

To provide a quantitative assessment of the general level of support for the taxi strategy 

attendees were split into two groups then asked to collectively agree whether they support 

each of the recommendations reported in Section 10 and whether they believe the 

recommendations to be easy or difficult to implement.   

Table 31 shows the results of the feedback breakout session where each tick represents the 

collective view of each of the two groups, recommendations 1-5 represent ‘quick wins’ and 

recommendations 6-8 (outlined in bold) represent ‘large projects’.   

Recommendation  
Strongly 

Support  
Support  

Do Not 

Support  
Easy  Difficult  

Very  
Difficult  

1. Regional ULEV Taxi  

Steering Group  
            

2. Review and Revise  

Conditions of Licensing  
            

3. Interim Measures to  

Incentivise ULEVs  
            

4. Programme of Regional  

ULEV Taxi Events  
            

5. Online ULEV Taxi and  

Private Hire Assessment 

Tool  
            

6. Delivery Plan for Phased  

Introduction of ULEVs  
            

7. Proposed Chargepoint  

Network for CCR  
            

8. Regional Package of  

Supporting Measures  
            

Table 31 - Level of Support for Taxi Strategy Recommendations  

The results of the feedback session provide a clear message, with an acknowledgement of the 

environmental drivers and willingness to introduce change resulting in overall support in 

principle for the recommended taxi strategy. However, the local authorities also acknowledge 

that implementing the recommendations will likely be very difficult. These conclusions are 

supported by the observations described below.  

• Attendees either supported or strongly supported all recommendations  

• The ‘Regional ULEV Taxi Steering Group’ is strongly supported and the only 

recommendation that is considered relatively easy to implement  

• An ‘Online Taxi and Private Hire Assessment Tool’ is considered easy to difficult to 

implement. All remaining recommendations are predominately considered to be very 

difficult to implement  
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Attendees were also asked to list any specific concerns or additional considerations for each 

recommendation.   

Table 32 shows the primary concerns raised for each recommendation (with major concerns 

highlighted in bold). Recommendations 1 and 8 were discussed in more detail during a 

second breakout session which focused on how these recommendations could be 

implemented, relevant notes from the second breakout session are also included.   

Universal challenges relevant to implementation of the entire strategy are discussed in Section 

10.3.  

Recommendation  Concerns / Considerations  

1. Regional ULEV Taxi  

Steering Group  

Scope – licensing, infrastructure, procurement?  

Could meet every 6 weeks and be attended by licensing officers, 

shared regulatory services, CCR and Welsh Government 

Duplication (e.g. All-Wales Licensing Group, DfT etc.) 

Responsibility for establishing and progressing steering 

group?   

Needs to liaise with Licensing Committee members  

2. Review and Revise  

Conditions of  

Licensing  

Legacy conditions of licensing (e.g. window tint, dimensions etc.)  

Trade opposition and legal challenges  

Need to meet all existing services (e.g. WAV, school services)  

3. Short Term  

Measures to  

Incentivise ULEVs  

Lack of clarity / understanding of what options are available and 
most suitable for increasing uptake  

How to ensure that incentives are issued equally?  

4. Programme of  

Regional ULEV Taxi 

Events  

Trade unlikely to travel outside of their licensing authority 

Fragmented trade that are difficult to engage with  

5. Online Taxi and  

Private Hire  

Assessment Tool  

IT literacy  

How to encourage usage and capture a large proportion of trade?  

6. Delivery Plan for  

Phased Introduction of  

ULEVs  

See overall challenges for implementation as detailed in Section 
10.3  

Trade engagement essential  

7. Proposed  

Chargepoint Network 

for CCR  

Key enabler so must be aligned with broader strategic 
activities  

Issues with private landowners  

Stakeholder management  
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8. Regional Package of 

Supporting Measures  

Preference for one source of funding issued by CCR to cover 
vehicles, charging infrastructure and incentives  

Eligibility – new/used vehicles, hackney carriage and private hire, 
existing licence holders only?   

Licensing of hackney carriage trial vehicles (different standards 
such as vehicle colour requirements)  

Preferential procurement of plug-in vehicles for council contracts  

Table 32 - Primary Concerns for Taxi Strategy Recommendations  

    

 10.3  Challenges for Implementation of Proposed Taxi Strategy  

Throughout the workshop several underlying challenges were highlighted as shown below. 

Addressing these challenges is deemed critical to the implementation of the proposed 

taxi strategy, as such the importance of these challenges should not be underestimated.  

• Local authorities need the legislative support of the Welsh Government to enact policy 

changes and are concerned about trade protests and facing (expensive) legal 

challenges  

• Likewise, political differences between local authorities may be an issue with Licensing 

Committee members (councillors) responsible for approving policy changes • National 

minimum standards are required to minimise the impact of ‘out of town’ vehicles, 

standardisation of the vehicle standards across CCR would expand the geographical 

area but concerns remain about vehicles from other Welsh or English local authorities 

(e.g. Swansea, Bristol etc.)  

• The timescales presented in the recommended taxi strategy (particularly the 

requirement that all newly licensed vehicles must be ULEV from 2022) are highly 

aspirational. Cenex acknowledges this and suggests that it is the responsibility of the 

ULEV taxi steering group (once established) to propose a suitable timescale and 

minimum standards in line with the principles of this report   

• Any supporting measures and charging infrastructure introduced must be future 

proofed to ensure value for money (e.g. alignment with plug-in grant availability, 

appropriate charging power and locations, impact of modern business models and 

working methods etc.)  

• Dedicated resources, both in terms of labour and funding, are required. It is expected 

that funding could be available via the CCR City Deal assuming an effective business 

case is presented that meets the objectives of CCR (such as job creation and 

addressing the four grand challenges). Licensing officers accept that they may need 

additional expertise to successfully determine and introduce the proposed supporting 

measures  

    

11 Next Steps for Implementation of Proposed Taxi Strategy   

It is acknowledged that the recommended taxi strategy does not constitute a detailed business 

case or delivery plan, as such it is suggested that the first priority should be the 

establishment of the regional ULEV taxi steering group with three immediate aims:  

1. Gain political buy in and backing from the Welsh Government to implement the 

recommended taxi strategy  
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a. Results of this study should be presented to the Welsh Government in support of 

proposals from ‘Improving public transport white paper’ and public consultation  

b. The steering group should continue to lobby for national minimum standards, 

particularly relating to vehicle emissions standards and any related conditions of 

licensing (the steering group should be directly involved in defining these 

standards)  

2. Develop a detailed plan for the delivery and ongoing management of the 

recommended taxi strategy including interim measures to stimulate an initial uptake of 

ULEVs prior to the introduction of revised vehicle licensing policy and supporting 

measures for wide scale adoption  

3. Develop a detailed business case and apply for joint funding through the Cardiff 

Capital Region City Deal investment fund (indicative value for infrastructure only of 

between £5m and £10m, additional match funding may also be required)  

To support the initial implementation of this strategy Cardiff Capital Region should consider 

commissioning the following additional activities:  

• Establishment and chairing of the regional ULEV taxi steering group  

• A programme of regional ULEV taxi events for trade representatives to act as an 

introduction to the topic of ULEV taxis with opportunities for drivers and operators to 

talk to vehicle manufacturers, chargepoint providers, taxi fleets using ULEVs and 

local authorities  

• Business case development (on behalf of the ULEV taxi steering group) in support of 

a funding application for interim measures to incentivise the uptake of ULEVs. This is 

expected to include an assessment of measures such as:  

o Subsidised vehicle licence fees for a limited number of early adopters  

o Opportunities for short term test drive and ‘try before you buy’ schemes 

including procurement of a small demonstration fleet of ULEVs  

o Charging infrastructure required to support early adopters o Online ULEV taxi 

assessment tool and information hub for taxi drivers and operators including, 

as a minimum: licensed vehicle availability, total cost of ownership analysis 

and daily charging requirements o Measures to improve ULEV wheelchair 

accessible vehicle availability  
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A. Appendix  Vehicle Types in Each Local Authority  

The licensing policy differences discussed in Section 0 have created differences in fleet 

composition between the local authorities. This is illustrated in Figure 26, which shows the 

percentage of each market segment in each local authority. As licensing policy changes will 

cover all licensed vehicles of a particular licence type the primary purpose of this analysis, in 

combination with the ULEV availability reported in Section 4, is to highlight any specific 

challenges caused by the current fleet composition. The chart is sorted in descending number 

of licenced vehicles, which ranges from 1,361 private hire licences in Cardiff down to only 4 

private hire licences in Blaenau Gwent. As such care should be taken when interpreting the 

percentage share of each vehicle segment. For each local authority the first column shows 

hackney carriage vehicles and the second column shows private hire vehicles.  

  
Figure 26 - Fleet Composition by Local Authority (1st column = hackney carriage, 2nd column = private hire)  

• All local authorities have very diverse vehicle fleets across both hackney carriage 

and private hire licences, as shown by the fact that over half of the licence types 

have vehicles from each of the six vehicle segments.  

• Although most vehicle groups are dominated by cars, vans have a significant share 

of most fleets. This is most notable for the hackney carriage vehicles in Cardiff and 

Newport where medium and small vans account for 58% and 100% of the licensed 

vehicles respectively. Except for Torfaen, which also specifies some level of WAVs 

in the hackney carriage fleet, all other authorities have higher percentages of vans 

used as private hire vehicles than hackney carriages.  

• Although MPVs are a comparatively low percentage of the overall number of 

licensed vehicles (around 9%), they account for significantly higher proportions in 
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some local authorities. As an example, 27% of the hackney carriage vehicles in 

Caerphilly are MPVs.  

B. Additional Tables  

Licensing Authority  
No. of  

Acceptable  
MOT Records  

Total Licensed 

Vehicles  

% of Total  
Licensed  
Vehicles  

Cardiff  1,838  2,258  81%  

Newport  794  979  81%  

Bridgend  23  513  4%  

Rhondda Cynon Taf  252  413  61%  

Caerphilly  247  388  64%  

Vale of Glamorgan  255  299  85%  

Torfaen  25  232  11%  

Merthyr Tydfil  207  229  90%  

Monmouthshire  48  224  21%  

Blaenau Gwent  30  145  21%  

CCR  3,719  5,680  65%  

Table 33 - Number of Acceptable MOT Mileage Record  
Question  Number of Responses  

Which authority are you licensed with?  34  

What type of area do you mainly operate in?  56  

Where do you spend most of your downtime?  58  

How long is the vehicle not in operation for?  54  

Do you have access to off street parking?  20  

When do you think Euro 6 could be introduced 

as a condition of licensing?  

31  

When do you think ULEV could be 

introduced as a condition of licensing?  

50  

Do you have an interest in ULEVs?  21  

Do you have plans to change to lower 

emission vehicles?  

21  

What type of vehicle would you change to?  21  

Ranking of factors preventing ULEV uptake  52  

Ranking of factors encouraging ULEV uptake   54  

Ranking of potential incentives  51  

Comments  19  

Table 34 - Number of Responses to Key Survey Questions  
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C. Method for Assigning Duty Cycle  

In order to baseline the current fleet emissions, it is important to understand the likely 

operating environment in each region. We acknowledge that vehicles may not solely operate 

within their licensing local authority. However, as it is not possible to accurately predict the 

amount or nature of cross border operations, Cenex has assumed that all vehicles 

predominately operate within their licensing region. The taxi and private hire vehicle statistics 

tables28 provide RuralUrban Classification for local authority districts in England29 and the total 

number of licensed hackney carriage and private hire vehicles per thousand people. Cenex 

has compared this ratio for each local authority in the CCR to assign a rural-urban 

classification. Figure 27 shows the total number of licensed vehicles per thousand people for 

each local authority compared to the average rural-urban classification of England.  

                                            

28
 https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/taxi01-taxis-private-hire-vehilces-and-their-drivers  

29
 https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/591464/RUCLAD_leaflet_Jan2017.pdf  

Predominately urban 

(>74% of residents 

live in urban areas)  

Urban with 
significant 
rural (26- 
49% of 

residents  
live in rural 

areas)  

Predominately rural (>50% of 
residents live in rural areas or hub  

towns)  

https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/taxi01-taxis-private-hire-vehilces-and-their-drivers
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/taxi01-taxis-private-hire-vehilces-and-their-drivers
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/taxi01-taxis-private-hire-vehilces-and-their-drivers
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/taxi01-taxis-private-hire-vehilces-and-their-drivers
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/taxi01-taxis-private-hire-vehilces-and-their-drivers
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/taxi01-taxis-private-hire-vehilces-and-their-drivers
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/taxi01-taxis-private-hire-vehilces-and-their-drivers
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/taxi01-taxis-private-hire-vehilces-and-their-drivers
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/taxi01-taxis-private-hire-vehilces-and-their-drivers
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/taxi01-taxis-private-hire-vehilces-and-their-drivers
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/taxi01-taxis-private-hire-vehilces-and-their-drivers
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/taxi01-taxis-private-hire-vehilces-and-their-drivers
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/taxi01-taxis-private-hire-vehilces-and-their-drivers
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/taxi01-taxis-private-hire-vehilces-and-their-drivers
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/taxi01-taxis-private-hire-vehilces-and-their-drivers
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/taxi01-taxis-private-hire-vehilces-and-their-drivers
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/taxi01-taxis-private-hire-vehilces-and-their-drivers
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/taxi01-taxis-private-hire-vehilces-and-their-drivers
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/taxi01-taxis-private-hire-vehilces-and-their-drivers
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/taxi01-taxis-private-hire-vehilces-and-their-drivers
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/591464/RUCLAD_leaflet_Jan2017.pdf
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/591464/RUCLAD_leaflet_Jan2017.pdf
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Figure 27 - Hackney Carriage and Private Hire Vehicles per Thousand People (Urban/Rural Classification)  

Although the rural-urban classification is defined by settlement type and housing density we 

consider it to be an adequate proxy for driving environment. Telemetry devices can be used to 

establish detailed journey statistics, usage patterns and duty cycles. However, as such 

deployment is outside of the project scope, we conclude that the above approach is suitable 

for assessing the impact of revised vehicle age and emissions policies.  

  

    

  

D. ULEV Specifications  

Table 35 provides basic specifications for select examples of ULEVs in each vehicle segment. 

These have been selected as indicative of vehicles available at the end of 2019 and are not 

necessarily the cheapest model to purchase.  

The following information is shown for each vehicle:  

• Pricing - starting list price including the plug-in car grant where applicable.  

• Electric only range from Worldwide Harmonised Light Vehicle Test Procedure (WLTP). 

Where WLTP values are unavailable Cenex have applied a correction factor to the New 

European Drive Cycle range, with calculated values denoted by an asterisk. This factor 

has been calculated from vehicles that have been certified under both test procedures.  
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• Standard charging time assumes a 7 kW AC charge point, although most PHEVs are 

limited to lower charger rates due to their on-board charging hardware. An increasing 

number of BEVs accept between 7 kW and 22 kW AC, however due to increasing 

battery capacities the charging time is not significantly reduced. Also, most domestic 

chargepoints will be 7 kW or lower.  

• Rapid charging time assumes a 50 kW DC charger from around 20 to 80% capacity 

and is primarily applicable to BEVs.  

• Market status including total number of licensed vehicles in the UK as of Q3 2018 for 

each vehicle type (note – this may include outgoing variants of each model)   
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Vehicle Segment  
(Total Number of  
Licensed ULEVs)  

Example Model  Price  
Electric  

Only Range  

Standard  
Charge 

Time  

Rapid  
Charge 

Time  

Medium Car – BEV 

(~26,000)  
Nissan Leaf   

(40 kWh)  

£27,995  168 miles  7h 30m  1h  

Hyundai Kona   

(64 kWh)  

£32,845  279 miles  9h 35m  1h 15m  

Medium Car –  
PHEV (~16,000)  

Toyota Prius   

(1.8l petrol, 8.8  
kWh)  

£31,695  23 miles  2h  NA  

Large Car – BEV  

(0)  

Tesla Model 3 
Standard   

(~60 kWh est)  

£38,900  258 miles  8h  30m  

Large Car – PHEV  

(~18,200)  

New Volkswagen 
Passat GTE  

(1.4l TSI petrol, 13  
kWh)  

>£36,000  
(est)  

34 miles 

(est)  
~4h (est)  NA  

Executive – BEV  

(~8,300)  

Jaguar I-Pace  

(90kWh)  

£60,995  292 miles  13h  1h 30m  

Executive – PHEV  

(~6,900)  

Mercedes-Benz 
EClass  

(2l petrol or diesel,  
13.5 kWh)  

£47,700  31 miles  1h 15m  NA  

MPV – BEV  

(~500)  

Nissan e-NV200  

(40 kWh)  

£29,255  124 miles  7h 30m  45m  

MPV – PHEV  

(~1,300)  

BMW 225xe  

(1.5l petrol, 7.6  
kWh)  

£35,125  22 miles  2h  NA  

Hackney Carriage – 

BEV  
Dynamo Nissan 

eNV200  
£45,500  124 miles  7h 30m  45m  
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Hackney Carriage – 

REEV (~650)  
LEVC TX  

(1.5l petrol, 31 kWh)  

£55,599  62 miles*  3h 45m  30m  

Table 35 - ULEV Specifications  

    

  

  

E. Appendix – Typical Implementation Timescales for Revised Vehicle  

Emissions Policy and Supporting Measures  

 
Figure 28 - Typical Implementation Timescales  
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